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The purpose of this investigation was to assess the validity of utilizing the same semantic differential test as a
measure of social evaluation for persons of different ages.
The semantic differential, a rating technique by which judgments of stimuli are made on seven-interval bipolar descriptive
continua called "scales, .. currently receives widespread usage
as a measure of attitudes toward aging and the elderly.

How-

ever, a lack of semantic stability across stimuli and across
subjects, known, respectively, as "concept-scale" and "subject-
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scale" interaction, has been found to occur with the technique
in various areas of research.

That such a lack of stability

might occur across stimuli and/or subjects of different ages is
suggested by the exis t ence of . di fferences between people of
different ages which affect both the appearance and functioning
of the individual.

These differences derive from the biological

aging process, the life cycle process, and the social change
process.

This study investigated whether such cross-age dif-

ferences are of sufficient severity to cause people of different
ages to be perceived as different classes of stimuli and/or to
perceive others as different populations of subjects.
Ratings of eight videotaped stimulus models were made by 60
younger (aged 22 to 32) and 60 older (aged 60 and older ) volunteer subjects on a semantic differential test composed of 38
scales.

The stimulus models, consisting of four younger and

four older adults, were non-actors, unknown to the rating subjects,
and presented for one minute in a standardized visual format
and without sound.

Of the 38 scales used, seven were selected

as reference scales from earlier studies, 30 were suggested
by a volunteer "generating" sample of 30 younger and JO older
subjects, and one (young/old) was included as a check on the
perceived ages of the stimulus models.

Scale scores were factor

analyzed to establish the underlying factor structure of social
evaluation and to ascertain whether it rema1ned stable across
stimulus model and subject age levels.

Four separate factor

analyses were performed -- younger stimulus models/younger subjects, younger stimulus models/older subjects, older stimulus

J
models/older subjects, and older stimulus models/younger subjects -- permitting comparisons between the factor matrices
for concept-scale and subject-scale interaction.
Three factors were defined by each of the four separate
factor analyses of the scales.

Factors A and B were found by

two different methods of assessing factor similarity (inspection and coefficients of congruence) to be highly similar across
both stimulus model and subject age levels; Factor C (a weakly
defined factor) was found to be similar only for the older
stimulus models across subject age levels.

An examination of

the scales heavily loaded on each factor for all relevant factor
matrices resulted in the interpretation of Factors A, B, and C
as reflecting Interpersonal Ability, Instrumental Ability, and
Propriety, respectively.
This study resulted in findings bearing upon three interrelated areas.

First, the data suggest that:

1) older and

younger adults constitute qualitatively approximately the same
class of stimuli, and 2) older and younger adults constitute
qualitatively approximately the same population of subjects.
That is, perceptions were based on the same underlying dimensions
of meaning regardless of age.

Second, the data suggest that two

major dimensions of social evaluation are Interpersonal Ability
and Instrumental Ability.

Comparisons of these two attitudinal

dimensions with dimensions from other semantic differential
studies revealed striking similarity.

Third, the finding of

stable scales and replicable dimensions suggests the appropriateness of constructing a cross-age semantic differential for

4

social evaluation.

Consequently, a 15-scale Cross-Age Semantic ,

Differential for the measurement of social evaluation was
proposed.
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CHAPTER I
PROBLEMa

CROSS-AGE VALIDITY OF THE SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL

Is it valid to utilize the same semantic differential
test in investigating the social evaluation of persons of
different ages?
study.

That is the question investigated by this

In effect it asks, in regard to the measurement of

social evaluation by the semantic differential techniques
Do persons of different ages constitute different classes of
stimuli? and, Do persons of different ages constitute different populations of subjects?
If persons of different ages constitute the same class
of stimuli and the same population of subjects, then the
semantic differential technique can be viewed as a general
measure of social evaluation for persons of different ages.
If, however, these conditions do not hold true, the semantic
differential technique will need be viewed as age-specific,
and constraints will need be placed on its application.
The investigation of this problem was prompted by two
factorsa

1) the growing popularity among social gerontologists

of the semantic differential technique as an attitude measure,
and 2) the growing evidence of semantic instability in the
technique across stimuli and subjects.

These two factors are

more fully considered, and the problem stated in more detail,
following a brief orienting discussion of the semantic

2

differential technique.
I.

SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL TECHNIQUE

Basic Elements
Since the terminology of the semantic differential technique is to some extent idiosyncratic, definitions of a few
key terms are in ordera
Stimuluss

The phenomenon which is to be rated by
the semantic differential technique.
•stimulus" is a general term, including
both symbols and objects. In this report,
stimuli are indicated by capitalization
(e.g., APPLE).

Concept a

A stimulus -- consisting of symbols --

Scale a

A descriptive continuum anchored at each

to be rated. Although "concept" is
commonly used in the broader sense of
referring to both symbols and objects,
in this report it refers to symbols exclusively.
end by polar opposite terms. There are
seven intervals, or degrees of intensity,
between the poles, for example;
good _ _ _ _ _ _ _ bad

Scales are indicated in the test of this
report by underlining (e.g., good/bad).
Item a

The pairing of a scale with a stimulus.
For example, a test with 50 scales and 20
stimuli contains 1000 items.

The four basic elements of the semantic differential technique
area

1) a stimulus to be rated, 2) a set of scales on which

to perform the rating, J) a subject to rate the stimulus on
the scales, and 4) analysis of the ratings by certain statistical
procedures.

The stimulus could be a concept, a person, a paint-

ing, a piece of music -- whatever the researcher wishes to
study.

Scales are selected for inclusion in any particular

J
semantic differential test from existing sets of standard
scales or for relevance to the particular investigation.

In

other words, the semantic differential is a technique and not
an instrument -- there exists no given set of scales or stimuli
which construct the semantic differential; instead, scales and
stimuli vary in accordance with the objectives of the investigation.

Subjects are selected for their relevance to the re-

search question, and analysis of their ratings is usually based
on factor analysis.
Table I presents an illustration of a semantic differential
rating sheet.

Here a stimulus, the concept APPLE, has been

rated on nine scalesa

good/bad, nice/awful, beautiful/ugly,

Il
t
f

large/small, strong/weak, heayy/light, fast/slow, active/passive,

l
•
i

and sharp/dull.

l

iI

In this example, the subject judged APPLE to be

quite good, very nice, quite beautiful, quite small, neither
strong nor weak, slightly light, slightly fast, very passive,
and slightly sharp.

The seven intervals between the bipolar

descriptive terms are to be interpreted as representing, respectively a

very, quite, slightly, neutral (or equal or irrelevant),

slightly, quite, and very.

Placement of the stimulus on a

scale indicates both the direction (e.g., good or bad) and intensity (i.e., how good or how bad) of the subject!s judgment.
The name "semantic differential" refers to this rating procedure
in which the subject "differentiates" the stimulus on the semantic dimensions which are represented by the scales.

I

I

~

TABLE I
EXAMPLE OF A SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL RATING SHEET
APFLE

good
nice
beautiful
large

x ------

bad

!_ _ _ _ _ _ _

awful

_!_ _ _ _ _ _

\igly

_ _ _ _ _ !__

'Small

,
_
_
_
x._
_
_
_
weak
strong

_ _ _ _ !,_ _ _

light

fast

_ _ !_ _ _ _ _ _

slow.

active

_ _ _ _ _ _ __!

passive

sharp

_ _ !_ _ _ _ _

dull

heavy

Historical Background
The semantic differential technique was developed during
the 1950's by Charles Osgood and his colleagues (Osgood, 1952:
Osgood and Suci, 1952s Osgood, Suci, and Tannenbaum, 1957) in
an attempt to measure connotative meaning. 1 As early as 1941,
however, Osgood and a colleague reported having utilized the
same rating technique -- i.e., the technique of having subjects
rate stimuli on seven-interval bipolar adjective scales -- in
two studies of stereotypes, one regarding occupations (Osgood
and Stagner, 1941), and one regarding nationalities (Stagner
and Osgood, 1941). In a study of changing stereotypes (e.g.,
1 The meaning of "meaning" in semantic differential studies
is that of an operational definitions "Using this differenti al,
the meaning of a particular concept to a particular individual
can be specified quantitatively as a particular point in the
multi-dimensional space defined by the instrument (Osgood, 1952,
p. 2J2)."

s
pacifist, Russian, dictator, and neutrality) during the time
period of 1940 to 1942, Osgood and his coll eague (Stagner and
Osgood, 1946) suggested the use of the concept of an n-dimensional space to represent the subject's frame of reference.
'

Three hypotheses underlying the development of the semantic differential technique, made explicit by Osgood in 1952
(p. 228) were:
1. The process of description or judgment can be conceived as the allocation of a concept to an experiential
continuum, definable by a pair of polar terms .•.
2. ~any different experiential continua, or ways in
which meanings vary, are essentially equivalent and
hence may be represented by a single dimension .•.
J. A limited number of such continua can be used to
define a semantic space within which the meaning of any
concept can be specified.
Factor Analytic Methodology
The semantic differential technique, then, was developed
primarily as a means of identifying the basic dimensionality
of meaning.

The procedure involved factor analysis of the

numerous bipolar scales -- the experiential continua -- on
which the meaning of phenomena might be differentiated in order
to find a smaller number of dimensions, i.e., the underlying
dimensions of meaning.
In the course of numerous semantic differential studies 2 ,
Osgood and his colleagues repeatedly isolated the same three
major factors during the factor analysis of various sets of
2
These studies are reported in The Measurement of Meaning
(Osgood et al., 1957), which reviewed the history of the first
five y ears of the semantic differential technique.

!

I
I
I

i

I

'ii'
I
i

;'

J
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scales.J

These factors were nameda

(P), and Activity (A).
and

Evaluation (E), Potency

Scales sue h as good/bad, nice/awful,

beautiful/ugly clustered together to form the Evaluation

dimension.

The Potency dimension was formed by such scales

as large/small, strong/weak, and heayY/light; while the Activity
dimension was formed by scales such as fast/slow, active/passive,
and sharp/dull.
Once Osgood's three major factors of meaning had been
identified, they were often used for the purpose of test development.

That is, scales most strongly associated with each of

the factors were selected for inclusion in tests being constructed to study differences in meaning across stimuli, across
subjects, or across time.

Through the interpretation and naming

of the three major factors, the semantic differential contributed to the formulation of the constructs of an Evaluation
dimension, a Potency dimension, and an Activity dimension of
meaning.

Such constructs could be, and were, utilized as a guide

in later investigations.
Attitude Measurement
Since its development, the semantic differential has also
been used to measure attitudes.

For example, in 1952, Osgood

(p. 2Jl) noted the attitude-measurement aspect of the semantic
differential technique thuslya
Concepts like 6HURCH, LABOR LEADER, STALIN, and ~RUMAN
have different connotative significance to different
people, and the semantic differential can be used to

lrn addition to these three major factors, several other
minor factors were isolated by Osgood and his colleagues1
different researchers have also isolated other factors.

'
f
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quantify these differences. In this sense, it can be
used as a generalized, multidimensional attitude test.
By 1957, however, Osgood had equated attitude with the Evaluation

dimension of semantic space (Osgood et al., 1957, pp. 189-199).
This restricted definition of attitude has since been followed

i

by some utilizers of the semantic differential technique (e.g.,
McGinnies, 1970; Taylor, 1971) and not followed by others
(e.g., Heise, 1970: Dawes, 1972).

The current study does not

follow Osgood's equation of attitude with the Evaluation dimension.

Rather, attitude is conceptualized in this study as

a multi-dimensional internal state -- a state of readiness to
respond -- which has been learned through experiences (direct
or indirect) with the object of the attitude.
The relationship between attitude and meaning, as defined by this investigator, is quite close.

"Meaning" is

understood as the interpretation of some phenomenon (e.g., a
situation, a person, a word) which specifies what the interpretor'·s response to the phenomenon ought to be.

Meaning is

learned; it consists of generally shared meanings and of
meanings more specific to the individual (i.e., meanings dependent on the individual's own unique experiential history).
Meaning can be thought of as possessing two aspectss

denotative

meaning (i.e., non-affective descriptive meaning) and connotative meaning (i.e., affective meaning).

Connotative meaning

may be viewed as the manifestation of an attitude.

Thus, the

semantic differential, a measure of the connotative meaning
of stimuli, is also a measure of attitudes.

I

I
j

I
~
j.

~

i

Ii
I
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Current usage of the semantic differential as an attitude measurement technique is widespread (see Heise, 1970,
p. 2J6).

Indeed, Dawes in his Fundamentals of Attitude

Measurement (1972, p. 96) described the semantic differential
technique as "one of the most ubiquitous of all the rating
scale techniques."

It is with the usage of the semantic

differential as an attitude measurement technique that this
investigation is concerned.
II.

APPLICATIONS IN SOCIAL GERONTOLOGY

The general popularity of the semantic differential
technique as a measure of attitudes is rapidly finding expression in the area of social gerontology.

Applications of the

technique cover a wide diversity of research interests.
For example, Eisdorfer and Altrocchi (1961, p. J40)
utilized the semantic differential technique "to compare attitudes toward old persons with attitudes toward average people
and the mentally ill •••• " Twenty scales representing four
factors -- Evaluation, Potency, Activity, and Understandability
(from Nunnally, 1961) -- were used to rate eight concepts&
AVERAGE MAN, AVERAGE WOMAN, OLD MAN, OLD WOMAN, NEUROTIC MAN,
NEUROTIC WOMAN, INSANE MAN, and INSANE WOMAN.
Kogan and Wallach (1961, p. 274) used the technique •to
examine differences between young and old adults in the evaluation of a diverse array of attitudinal and value-relevant
concepts."

Concepts rated in the Kogan and Wallach study (p.

272) represented the areas of "work and leisure, majority and

9
minority groups, family and interpersonal relations, developmental stages of life, psychological vs. physical attributes
of persons, self-concept, and general value orientation."
Twenty-five scales formed Kogan and Wallach's original semantic differential (p. 272)

"scales that were selected so as

to represent the three major meaning factors -- evaluation,
potency, and activity -- extracted by Osgood and his collaborators."

For final comparisons across age and sex samples, how-

ever, only seven of the scales (representing an Evaluation
factor) were used by Kogan and Wallach.
In 1969 Rosencranz and McNevin proposed a semantic differential for the multi-dimensional measurement of stereotypic attitudes toward the aged -- the "Aging Semantic Differential" -- which offered social gerontologists a set of

~
-:;

1!

tl
t
t".,
l'.

scales intended to be more relevant to the study of attitudes
toward aging and the elderly than were the earlier sets of
standard scales.

Scales included in the Aging Semantic Dif-

ferential were selected from a larger pool of bipolar adjective
pairs through factor analysis of ratings made on males (aged
20 to JO, 40 to 55, and 70 to 85) by subjects aged 17 to 21
years.

Three factors -- Instrumental-Ineffective, Autonomous-

Dependent, and Personal Acceptability-Unacceptability -- form
the Aging Semantic Differential.
The Aging Semantic Differential has been utilized by a
number of soc i al gerontological researchers.

Rosencranz and

10

McNevin (1969, p.

55) used the Aging Semantic Differential to

test hypotheses regarding "the effects of differential social
experiences upon subject stereotypes of the aging individual."
Gordon and Vinacke (1971) compared the actual self concepts
of institutionalized elderly persons with their ideal self
concepts in a study of dependency of feelings.

Cryns and

Monk studied the attitudes of the aged toward the young as a
function of life satisfaction and filial relationships (1972)
and the attitudes of three age groups of adult males -- young,
middle-aged, and elderly -- toward the young (1973).

Bell

and Stanfield (1973, p. 491) compared attitudes toward the
young and the old by examining "the influence of age designations upon differential ratings of a stimulus person."

And,

Naus (1973, p. 229) undertook "to determine the attitudes and
stereotypes of a group of college students towards older people,
particularly older men" for use as an index of attitudes in
the assessment of potential correlates of such attitudes.
Social gerontological studies based on the semantic
differential technique but not utilizing the Aging Semantic
Differential also continue to be performed.

For example,

Guptill (1969) proposed to develop a measure of age identification using the semantic differential technique.

He utilized

seven scales representing three dimensions -- Involvement,
Optimism, and Autonomy.

The semantic distance between MYSELF

and two age designations (MIDDLE-AGED MAN and OLD MAN) formed
Guptill's semantic age identification score.

11

Back (1971, p. 296), in "seeking a measure •.. of evaluation of the self, the discrepancy of the self-image one holds
to the way one feels he is seen by others, "made use of a semantic differential composed of the same seven scales used by
Guptill.

Three concepts were rated in the Back study1

WHAT

I REALLY AM, WHAT I WOULD LIKE TO BE, and HOW I APPEAR TO
OTHERS.
Seltzer and Atchley (1971, p. 226) utilized the .s emantic
differential technique to study .. changes in descriptions of
old people and things compared with younger people and new
things in such [children's] literature from 1870 to 1960."
Scales selected for use in the Seltzer and Atchley study represented the Evaluation, Potency, and Activity dimensions at
three levels -- psychological, social, and physical.
The technique was utilized by Antonucci (1974, p. 61)
"to investigate the relationship between adjustment of aging
individuals and their individual values," using scales representing the Evaluation dimension.

Ten concepts chosen from

Rokeach's value survey were rated in the Antonucci study:
FREEDOM, A COMFORTABLE LIFE, AN EXCITING LIFE, A SENSE OF
ACCOMPLISHMENT, NATIONAL SECURITY, AMBITIOUS, CAPABLE, OBEDIENT, CLEAN, and INDEPENDENT.

Ratings on the ten values were

related to a life satisfaction measure.
Nehrke (1974, p. 1) utilized the semantic differential
technique .. in order to assess actual and perceived attitudes
toward death and self-concept within a three-generational
family

se~ting,

.. using 21 scales of unspecified dimensionality.

~

I
f.

i
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The seven scales that had been used by Guptill and by Back
were also used by Breytspraak and Maddox (1974, P• J) to
measure "the distance between one's self as the person perceives it to actually be (WHAT I REALLY AM) and the self that
one would ideally like to be (WHAT I WOULD LIKE TO BE) ••• •"
These examples of the utilization of the semantic differential technique by social gerontological researchers
illustrate both the growing popularity of the technique in
social gerontology and its diversity of application.
cases, the studies

In some

cited indicated cross-age differences in

perceptions: in other cases, they indicated cross-age similarity.

But these conclusions are questionable unless the assump-

tion of cross-age comparability of the basic structure of
meaning is met.

Because of the growing number of such research

efforts, it is becoming increasingly important to determine
whether a lack of semantic stability of the scales across stimuli and subjects poses a validity problem for the technique's
usage in social gerontology.
III.

STABILITY ACROSS STIMULI AND SUBJECTS

The question of semantic stability of the scales across
stimuli and subjects has concerned developers of the semantic
differential since the technique's very beginning.

For example,

in 1952 Osgood (p. 2Jl) noted the need for what he termed
"comparability"; stability across stimuli and subjects formed
a significant aspect of that criterion:
Can different concepts be compared? To the extent that
judgments of different concepts involve the same factor

lJ
structure, any concept may be compared with any other
against a single, standardized semantic framework ••..
Can different individuals be compared? This also comes
down to the generality of the semantic factor structure.
It is quite conceivable that different classes of people
(scientists, ministers, etc.) have somewha t varied
semantic structures, differing in the emphasis upon
certain factors and interrelationships among them.
Stability Across Stimuli
"Stability across stimuli" may be thought of as the degree
to which semantic differential scales reflect the same basic
structure of meaning when used to rate different stimuli.

This

phenomenon may be clarified by considering the more general
association of modifier with stimulus which is experienced in
daily conversation.

Since the meaning of any modifier is norm-

ally learned experientially in combination with stimuli -- and
not in the abstract -- it is quite likely that the meaning of
a modifier for an individual is not absolute or static across
stimuli but rather that it varies with the particular combination of modifier and stimulus.

That is, it is quite likely

that a modifier possesses multiple meanings for any given individual, of which only some portion would be elicited in any
given combination of modifier with stimulus. 4

Thus, similar

stimuli could be expected to elicit stimilar meanings in a modifier, while dissimilar stimuli could be expected to elicit
dissimilar meanings.
Since the semantic differential technique is based on the
combining of modifiers (the scales) with stimuli, such modifier
relativity is of considerable relevance to the technique's users.

4one portion of such a modifier's meaning might consist
of neutrality, i.e., the modifier might be irrelevant to the
stimulus.

14
Because of modifier relativity, the opportunity for dissimilar
combinations of scales and stimuli exist.

That is, a given

scale, if combined with two sufficiently dissimilar stimuli,

becomes, for all practical purposes, two scales.

Hence, the

scale tough/tender when used to rate the stimulus AUTOMOBILE
TIRE might well not be the same scale as when it was used to rate
STEAK.

In semantic differential terminology, such a lack of

semantic stability of the scales across stimuli is known as
•concept-scale interaction."

As a result of concept-scale

interaction, scales may form different patterns of association
with each other depending on the stimuli rated.

For example,

tough/tender might correlate with strong/weak in rating
AUTOMOBILE TIRE and with good/bad in rating STEAK.

Such dif-

ferent association patterns would be reflected in the factor
structure defined during factor analysis.

If the association

patterns of the scales with each other were substantially different for different stimuli, then it would be inappropriate
to compare the stimuli on the basis of a supposedly "single,
standardized semantic framework."
Various examples of the concept-scale interaction phenomenon have been Deported in the literature, beginning with
those offered by Osgood and his colleagues (e.g., Osgood et al.,

1957s Tanaka, Oyama, and Osgood, 196J).

For instance, in The

Measurement of Meaning, Osgood et al. (1957, p. J26) states
When we sample across sets of concepts, however, it
becomes evident that the scales of judgment and the
concepts being judged interact, this interaction
influencing the relative weights and even appearance
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of identifiable factors and certainly determining
what specific scales contribute to factors.
Further attention was drawn to the concept-scale interaction
phenomenon by Brown (1 958), Gulliksen (1958), and Carroll (1959)
in their detailed reviews of The Measurement of Meaning.

Since

then, numerous other researchers have also discussed the phenomenon (e.g., Eisdorfer and Altrocchi, 1961: Kubiniec and Farr,
1971: Darnell, 1966, 1970: Komorita and Bass, 1967: Heise,
1969; Presly, 1969: Rosenbaum, Rosenbaum, and McGinnies, 1971:
Bynner and Romney, 1972: Heaps, 1972: Levy, 1972: Klemmack and
Ballweg, 1973: and Smith and Nichols, 197J).

Reportings of

concept-scale interaction appear to not be limited to any particular class of stimuli but rather to occur generally, in
invest~gations

of widely different stimulus classes.

Stability Across Subjects
The stability-across-subjects question is similar to
that of stability-across-stimuli in that both are concerned
with the maintenance by the scales of the same meaning across
different situations.

And, as with stability-across-stimuli,

the stability-across-subjects phenomenon derives at least partially from properties of the language learning experience.
That is, within any linguistic community, learning environments
differ from person to person.

Consequently, since the meanings

of symbols become defined through an individual's association
with the environment, different meanings can become attached
to the same symbol by different people.

Thus, the meaning of

a symbol is relative to the experiential history of a person
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with that symbol.

Such differences in meanings may tend to

be even more extreme for modifiers than for nouns, since
experiences vary more in kind than in essence.
The possibility of considerable variance from person to
person in the meaning of a modifier poses the problem of stability across subjects for the semantic differential technique.
That is, a scale when used by two sufficiently dissimilar subjects becomes in effect two scales.

In semantic differential

terminology, such semantic instability across subjects is
called "subject-scale interaction."

Subject-scale interaction

results in the formation of different patterns of association
by the scales, depending on the subjects performing the ratings.
As with concept-scale interaction, the different associative
patterns of the scales which result from subject-scale interaction would be reflected in their factor structure and would
make inappropriate the equating of subjects on the basis of a
supposedly general semantic factor structure.
To date, however, evidence of a lack of stability across
subjects has not equaled that indicating lack of stability
across stimuli.

For example, subject-scale interaction was

not found to be a problem by Osgood et al. (1957), Tanaka,
Oyama, and Osgood (1963), Darnell (1966), Kubiniec and Farr
(1971), Rosenbaum, Rosenbaum, and McGinnies (1971), and Reed
(1972).

Some evidence of subject-scale interaction, however,

has appeared in the literature (e.g., Kogan and Wallach, 196la
Denmark, Shirk, and Riley, 1972; and Heaps, 1972).
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IV. FOCUS OF CURRENT INVESTIGATION
The current investigation was concerned with the validity
of the usage of the semantic differential technique as a measure
of attitudes toward s timulus persons of different ages by subjects of different ages.
of social evaluation.

The type of attitude studied was that

The question of cross-age validity of

the semantic differential technique arises because differences
between people of different ages may form the basis for semantic
instability in cross-age applications of the technique to measure
social evaluation.
Cross-Age Differences
Age differences manifest themselves in two aspects of
relevance to social evaluation -- appearance and functioning.
Such age differences may be attributed toa

1) the biological

aging process, 2) the life cycle process, and J) the social

I

change process.
The biological aging process, although not yet well
understood by researchers, can be cited as the source of a
number of deteriorative physical changes which occur with increasing age (see Birren, 1959; Atchley, 1972).

In general,

there occurs a progressive loss of energy, physical abilities,
resistance to disease, and recuperative power.

I

Ii
II

I
I
I

l
I

Such biological

aging occurs at a different rate for different individuals;
that is, not every adult of the same chronological age will
share the same biological age.

i

I
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The life cycle process also produces differences between

t

persons of different ages (see Neugarten, 1968; Kreps, 1971).

I

Individuals enter into and exit from different life stages as

I

they age; especially i mportant are the stages related to family
and work.

With each new stage in the life cycle come different

roles for the individual to play.

As the individual becomes

socialized into these new roles, the activities and perspectives
afforded affect the individual's appearance and functioning.
The social change process creates at the individual level
a phenomenon called the "cohort" effect.

The cohort effect as

conceptualized by such social scientists as Ryder (1965, 1968)
and Cain (1967, 1968) involves the experiential history of the
aging individual.

A cohort, or more precisely, a birth cohort,

consists of people who were born at the same time in history.
Each birth cohort finds a different environment in which to develop during the different stages of its life than did the cohort
which preceded it or the cohort which follows it.

The exper-

iences which shape each cohort are different from the experiences
which shape other cohorts, and, as a result, each cohort differs
from other cohorts to some extent.
As consequences of such cross-age differencess individuals
may be age-typed and assigned to age categories by observers;

I!
f

I

and individuals of different ages may act differently in the
evaluation of others.

These two types of consequences are sus-

f

i

f

pected of ii'l:f'luencing the stability of the semantic differential

l

technique in the cross-age measurement of social eval uation.

r

l
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Cross-Age Semantic Stability
Whether a lack of semantic stability on the part of the
semantic differential technique constitutes a validity problem
in the measurement of the social evaluation of persons of different ages has not yet been determined.

If differences be-

tween age categories of persons -- how they appear and/or how
they act -- are sufficiently strong to cause an individual
interacting with representatives of different age categories to
learn multiple meanings for his social evaluation modifiers,
then

concept~scale

interaction may indeed be a problem.

That

is, a given scale when used to rate representatives of two
sufficiently different age categories may act as two different
scales.

Likewise, if differences between age categories of

persons -- i.e., experiential differences in their patterns of
interacting with others -- are sufficiently strong to have caused
them to develop different meanings for social evaluation modifiers, then subject-scale interaction may be a problem.

That

is, a given scale when used by representatives of two sufficiently dissimilar age categories to rate other people may
act as two different scales, since it

h~s

acquired different

meanings for the different age categories.
This question of cross-age stability is of practical
import to social gerontological utilizers of the semantic differential technique in the measurement of social evaluation
because of the method by which such data are commonly analyzed.
That is, stimulus persons and/or subjects of different ages
are compared with each other on the basis of a supposedly general
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semantic factor structure.

Such comparisons are made on a

factor's mean score -- that is, on a score obtained by averaging the ratings on scales selected to represent that factor.
If, however, the scales do not really represent th e .. •t ors
which they are supposed to represent for all age categories
studied, such comparisons can be invalid and misleading.5
Delimitation of Problem
This investigation was concerned solely with the crossage semantic stability of the semantic differential technique
in the measurement of social evaluation.

It should be recognized

however, that problems other than semantic stability may also
affect applications of the semantic differential technique,
and that attitudinal areas other than cross-age social evaluation may also be susceptible to semantic instability.

Indeed,

the problem under investigation is only one of the many which
might be explored regarding the utilization of the semantic
differential technique as an attitude measure in social gerontology (for examples of other problems, see Osgood et al., 1957;
Gulliksen, 1958; Carroll, 1959; Heise, 1969; and Darnell, 1970).

5It should be noted that the question of semantic stability
across stimuli and subjects which was of concern in this study
consists of differences between the alignment of social evaluation scales for different age categories of stimulus persons
and subjects. It does not consist of the differences between
the alignment of standard scales on the traditional EvaluationPotency-Activity factors and on the factors defined for the
social evaluation of people. Such differences are to be expected
(see Carroll, 1959; Heise, 1969), and are not relevant to the
question of whether persons of different ages form different
classes of stimuli and different populations of subjects in the
measurement of social evaluation by the semantic differential
technique.

I
!
I
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V.

SUMMARY

The purpose of this investigation was to assess the
validi~y

of utilizing the same semantic differential test as

a measure of social evaluation for persons of different ages.
The semantic differential -- a rating technique by which judgments of stimuli are made on seven-interval bipolar descriptive
continua called "scales"

-- came into being in the 1950's as

a factor analytic technique to study meaning.

Currently, the

technique receives widespread usage as a measure of attitudes,
including attitudes toward aging and the elderly.
However, a lack of stability across stimuli -- known as
"concept-scale interaction" -- and a lack of stability across
subjects -- known as "subject-scale interaction"

-- have been

found to occur with the semantic differential technique in
various areas of research.

Such instability may be caused by

the relativity of the language learning experience; that is,
for a given individual a symbol can acquire multiple meanings,
and across individuals a symbol can acquire different sets of
meanings.

That instability might occur across stimulus persons

and/or subjects of different ages is suggested by the existence
of cross-age differences attributable to the biological aging
process, the life cycle process, and the social change process.
The possibility of instability poses two questions regarding
the utilization of the semantic differential technique in the
social evaluation of persons of different ages:

"Can stimulus

persons of different ages be compared?" and "Can subjects of
different ages be compared?"

In investigating these questions,
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the determining criterion is the generality of the resulting
factor structures.

CHAPTER II
METHODSs CONSTRUCTING AND TESTING A
CROSS-AGE SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL
The general methods of the semantic differential technique
consist ofa

1) selection of scales, 2) selection of stimuli,

J) collection of data, and

analysis.

4) analysis of the data by factor

The study's application of these methods to the inves-

tigation of cross-age semantic stability in social evaluation is
detailed below.

In this report, the terms "younger adult" and

"older adult" indicate persons aged 22 to J2 years and 60 years
or older, respectively.

I.

SCALE SELECTION

.Criteria for Selection
Considerable attention was given to the selection of
scales, for, as Osgood et al. (1957, p. 20) i ndicated, "The crux
of the method, of course, lies in selecting the sample of descriptive

p~lar

terms."

In describing the construction of new

I

semantic differentials, Osgood et al. (1957, pp. 78-79) listed

i

four criteria for selecting scalesa

!

the factorial composition

of the scales, relevance of the scales to the stimulus being
rated, semantic stability of the scales across stimuli and subjects, and linearity of the scales.

l
t

'
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Factorial Composition.

Factorial composition of the

scales refers to the problem of selecting scales so that all
factors are represented.

Usually, several standard reference

scales for each of t h e previously isolated major factors -Evaluation, Potency, and Activity -- are included in a semantic
differential.

This procedure was followed in the current study.

In addition to representing those factors already isolated,
however, the ability to represent other factors should also be
provided for in constructing a new semantic differential.

This

requirement is expressed by Osgood et al. (1957, p. 79) thuslyz
It is also true, of course, that the three dominant
factors we have isolated do not exhaust the semantic
space, and therefore dimensions highly significant
for differentiating the concepts in a particular study
might be lost entirely if one stuck to only evaluative,
potency, and activity scales.
For this reason, scales in addition to the standard reference
scales were selected from adjectives and short descriptive phrases
suggested by a generating sample of younger adult and older adult
subjects.
Relevance.

The second criterion, relevance of the scales

to the stimulus being rated, refers to whether the subjects can
meaningfully differentiate the stimulus on the scales provided,
or whether they w111 have to repeatedly check the neutral (or
equal or irrelevant) position.

Osgood et al. (1957, pp. 78-79)

described this problem as followsz
For example, in judging a concept like ADLAI STEVENSON,
on~ eval~ative scale ~ike beautiful-ugly may be comparatively irrelevant while another like fair-unfair may be

I
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I

highly relevant; on the other hand, just the reverse
would be true for judging paintings. Since irrelevant
concept-scale pairings usually yield neutral or "4"
judgments, their inclusion reduces the amount of information gained with a given number of scales.

I

i
I

I
I

The inclusion of irrP. levant scales was minimized by having th e
scales (other than the standard reference scales) be selected
from adjectives and short descriptive phrases suggested by a
generating sample as relevant to the task.
Semantic

Stabili~.

The third criterion, semantic sta-

bility of the scales across stimuli and subjects, refers to
whether the scales have the same meaning across the range of
stimuli and the range of subjects in a study.

Osgood et al.(1957,

p. 79) illustrated the stability-across-stimuli problem as follows a
Yet another criterion governing the selection of
scales is their semantic stability for the concepts
and subjects in a particular study. Whereas high-low
can be expected to be stable across a set of sonar
signals, it would not across a set of concepts which
included both auditory and social concepts. Similarly,
a scale like large-small is liable to strict denotative
usage in judging physical objects like BOULDER and ANT,
but is -likely to be used connotatively in judging concepts like SIN and TRUMAN.
In the current study, the stability-across-stimuli problem was
initially reduced by the utilization of a limited range of
stimuli -- people.

The stability-across-subjects problem was

initially reduced by the utilization of a limited range of rating
subjects

healthy, active, college-educated individuals.

In

addition to this initial reduction of the semantic stability
problem, further reduction can be expected through the utilization of the generated scales because of their relevance to
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both the stimulus models and subjects.

Cross-age instability

of the scales remaining within this limited stimulus and subject set constitutes the research problem of the current study,
which was explained in detail in the first chapter of this report.
Linearity.

Osgood's final criterion, linearity, speci-

fies that "scales should be linear between polar opposites and
pass through the origin."

Osgood et al. (1957, p. 79) des-

cribed the problem thusly:
One example of nonlinearity we have discovered is that
the scale rugged-delicate is not linear with respect
to evaluation -- both terms, when used separately, tend
to be favorable in meaning, and hence this scale cannot
both pass through the origin and be linear. At present
we merely assume that the scale defined by familar and
common opposites have these properties, but research
on the problem needs to be done.
The current study, whenever possible, followed the procedure
of using familiar and common opposites (e.g., good/bad), as defined by the generating subjects.

When this was not possible,

negatives rather than opposites were utilized (e.g., good/not
good).
Standard Reference Scales
From Osgood et al., the following seven standard reference
scales were selected for inclusion in the current studya ~

.£ru!, nice/awful, beautiful/ugly, large/small, strong/weak, fast/
~.

and active/passive.

The first three scales were selected

to represent the Evaluation factor, the next two scales the Potency factor, and the last two scales the Activity factor.

The

scales were selected on the basis of their having large loadings
on (or correlations with) the factor to be represented and small
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loadings on the other two factors {Osgood et al., 1957, p. 37).
Generated Scales
Criteria For Selecting Scale-Generating Sample.

Criteria

for selecting individuals to participate included1 age, sex,
educational attainment, health, and activity level.

Age ranges

for the sample were set at 22 to J2 years of age for the younger
adult subjects and 60 years or older for the older adult subjects.

These two age ranges were chosen to provide a distinction

between the age categories sufficient to allow any differences
in attitudes to be revealed.
Considered of particular relevance to the study was the
control of sex differences, social class differences, health
differences, and activity level differences.

Each age level

of generating subjects contained equal numbers of males and
females.

Educational attainment was utilized as the indicator

of social class; subjects were limited to college-educated individuals.

The health of the generating subjects was stan-

dardized at the basic level that they were at least able to come
to the campus to participate in the study.

A high activity le-

vel on the part of the younger generating subjects was assumed
because of their status as students; a comparably high activity
level on the part of the older generating subjects was sought
by focusing the soliciting for older subjects on various
vity groups.

acti-

Only one member of any married couple was included

in the generating sample.
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Description of Scale-Generating Sample.

Sixty subjects

were selected to participate in the generation of scales -- JO
younger subjects and JO older subjects.

The average age of the

younger generating subjects was 25 years (25 for both females
and males); the average age of the older generating subjects
was 68 years (69 for females, 67 for males).
of generating subjects contained

Each age level

15 males and 15 females.

Edu-

cational attainment of the generating sample ranged from "some
college" to the "Master's degree" for the younger subjects, and
from "some college" to the "Ph.D." for the older subjects.

Both

younger and older generating subjects came from a diversity of
academic backgrounds, including business administration, education, liberal arts, science, and the social sciences.

Of the

older subjects, 8J% indicated they were retired; the remainder
described themselves as "semi-retired."

In addition to being

students, the younger generating subjects listed as occupations1
business, child care, civil service, crafts, education, manual
labor, medicine, secretarial, and writing.

The older generating

subjects listed as occupations1 business, education, engineering,
forestry, military, music, secretarial, social work, and writing .
All of the younger generating subjects were native born: two of
the older generating subjects indicated they were foreign born
(Ireland and Canada) and one did not specify country of birth.
At least 24, or 80% of the younger generating subjects, and
27, or 90% of the older generating subjects (one did not specify)
had lived in the Portland SMSA for most of the last five years.
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Except for one older ma.le, all generating subjects were Caucasian.
Scale-Generating Procedure. The generating subjects were

individually scheduled at a time convenient to them to come to
the Portland State University campus to participate in the study
during the time period of May 2J through June J, 1974.

No

reimbursements were offered to the generating subjects for their
time and efforts; instead the generating subjects were informed
that a report on the study findings would be made available to
them as soon as the study was completed.

Although 50 minutes

had been stated as an estimate of time needed to accomplish the
scale generating task, no time limit was imposed.

Subjects took

from 45 minutes to two hours to complete the nine-page scalegenerating questionnaire.
The first page of the questionnaire consisted of a letter
to the subjects explaining the scale-generation aspect of the
study a
To the Respondent:
The study you are being asked to participate in is part
of an on-going research project at Portland State University. The purpose of this study is to acquire an understanding of the types of characteristics important in the
social evaluation or perception of others.
This questionnaire is composed of two sections. The
first section is concerned with the actual content matter
of the study. The second s ection requests background information so that the results of the first section can be
put into some perspective.
The first section may seem difficult to complete. However, your thoughtful and conscientious cooperation is
necessary for the successful outcome of this study. I
would li~e to thank you in advance for your assistance.
If you wish to make any comments regarding this questionnaire, please feel free to write them in the margins
of the pages. However, in order that your responses be
kept confidential, please do not sign your questionnaire.

:i

iI

!

I
I
!

!

I
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Five scale-generating requests were made of the subjects
(Section One of the questionnaire).

Each request was printed

on a separate page of the questionnaire, and the subjects were

instructed to:

"Please do not look ahead.

Finish each page of

Section One before you turn to the next page."
The first two requests concerned the generation of scales
relevant to the subjects' Q!'.!! age level.

The subjects were askeds

Would you list 10 adjectives (or short phrases) that
describe in a positive way the characteristics or attributes (personality, physical, or social) of a person of
your sex and age? That is, list what you consider to be
the good characteristics of a person of your sex and age.
Then they were askeda
Would you list 10 adjectives (or short phrases) that
describe in a negative way the characteristics or attributes (personality, physical, or social) of a person cf
your sex and age? That is, list what you consider to be
the bad characteristics of a person of your sex and age.
The second two requests concerned the generation of scales
relevant to the other age level.

The younger generating subjects

were askeda
Would you list 10 adjectives (or short phrases) that
describe in a positive way the characteristics or attributes (personality, physical, or social) of a person of
your sex and 60 years or more of age? You might wish to
think of someone in particular, or even of a number of
people, of that age and sex and list their good characteristics.
while the older generating subjects received the following requests
Would you list 10 adjectives (or short phrases) that
describe in a positive way the characteristics or attributes (personality, physical, or social) of a person
of your sex and 22 to 32 years of age? You might want
to think of someone in particular, or even of a number
of people, of that age and sex and list their good
characteristics.

Jl
Next the younger

gene~ating

subjects were asked1

Would you list 10 adjectives (or short phrases) that
describe in a negative way the characteristics or attributes (personality, physical, or social) of a person of
your sex and 6o _years or more of age? You might wish to
think of someone in particular, or even of a number of
people, of that age and sex and list their bad characteristics.
while the older generating subjects were asked1
Would you list 10 adjectives (or short phrases) that
describe in a negative way the characteristics or attributes (personality, physical, or social) of a person of
your sex and 22 to 32 years of age? You might wish to
think of someone in particular, or even of a number of
people, of that age and sex and list their bad characteristics.
The fifth and final scale-generating request, made of both age
levels of subjects, was1
To help me define the adjectives as you use them,
would you now go back and write the opposite of each
characteristic you have written for each of the four lists
you have made. For example, if you had listed "good" as
a characteristic, you might list "bad" as its opposite.
Following completion of the scale-generating task, the
subjects were requested (Section Two of the questionnaire) to
provide information regarding:

1) educational background, 2)

personal and occupational background, and J) geographical
background.

Information obtained from Section Two is summarized

earlier in this report.
The questionnaire concluded with the requests

"Please do

not discuss this questionnaire with your colleagues for several
weeks since they may be asked to take part in the study during
that time."
Content Analysis and Selection of Scales.

Of the 2400

possible responses (adjectives and short descriptive phrases)

J2
requested from the generating sample {60 subjects X 4 stimuli
X 10 responses), 2J21 were received.
responses were left blank.

The remaining 79 possible

Sixty of the 79 blanks were sub-

mitted by older generating subjects and 19 by younger generating subjects.

Forty seven responses 6 were listed in a dir-

ection contradictory to common usage -- e.g., "well groomed"
was listed as a negative instead of a positive characteristic.
Twenty-one of these reverse-direction responses were given by
older subjects and 26 by younger subjects.

The 47 reverse-

direction responses were deleted from consideration in subsequent tallies, thereby reducing the total number of responses to

2274.

The 2274 usable responses were content analyzed by the

author into scale classifications on the basis of 1) combining
synonyms and 2) matching levels of abstraction.
The basic criterion for deciding whether two responses
were synonyms or not was the common usage of the generating
subjects.

For example, if generating subjects commonly listed

both of the two responses -- which might have been suspected
by the author of being synonyms -- the two responses were then
classified as being different.

If, however, the common usage of

the generating subjects was to list only one of the two responses,
then the two responses were classified as being synonyms.

In

6These 47 reverse-direction responses were concerned with
14 of the subsequent 78 scale classifications, of which five

were among those eventually selected for inclusion in the study's
semantic differential {i.e., amibitious hardworkin lackin ambition, lazy, financiall careful financiall careless, flexible
inflexible, enerous selfish, and well roomed oorl
roomed.)

JJ
TABLE II
SCALES SUGGESTED BY GENERATING SUBJECTS
Rank
1

2

J

4

5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12

i'
15
16

17

18

19
20

21
22

~'

25
26
27
28

29

JO
Jl

J2

5'35
J6

37
38

...

Scales
considerate/inconsiderate
open minded/ closed minded
well groomed/poorly groomed
has desire to learn/has no desire to learn
loving/unloving
understanding/non-understanding
honest/dishonest
ambitious, hardworking/lacking ambition, lazy
flexible/inflexible
generous/selfish
healthy/unhealthy
·.
informed about current events/uninformed about
current events
enthusiastic/unenthusiastic
modest, humble/arrogant, know-it-all
has sense of humor/has no sense of humor
pleasant/unpleasant
f~iendly{un~riendly

sincere/insincere
independent/dependent
does physical exercise/does no physical exercise
interesting to talk to/boring to talk to
careful of health/careless of health
alert/non-alert
intelligent/unintelligent
positive, optimistic/negative, pessimistic
responsible, reliable/irresponsible,unreliable
mature, understands self/immature, does not
understand self
has good relations with people of other ages/
has poor relations with people of other ages
patient, calm/impatient, agitated
non-bigoted/bigoted
.
involved in civic affairs/uninvolved in civic
affairs
cooperative/uncooperative
happy/sad
non-complainer/complainer
has broad interests/has narrow interests
has respect for self/has disrespect for self
has good judgment/has poor judgment
good listener/poor listener

J4
TABLE II (CONTINUED)

R!M
J9

40

41

42

~4
45
46
47
48
49

50

51
52

~4
55
56
57

58
59
60
61

62

~4

65
66
67

68
69
70

71

72

· ~~
75
76

77
78

Scales
extrovert,outgoing/introvert, withdrawn
creative/uncreative
assertive/non-assertive
spiritually strong/spiritually lacking
perseveres/gives up
not overly critical of others/overly critical
of others
socially engaged, socially active/socially disengaged, socially inactive
'open/closed
non-domineering, non-bossy/domineering, bossy
future oriented/lives in~ast
appreciative of the arts/unappreciative of the arts
experienced/inexperienced
financially careful/financially careless
energetic/lacking energy
organized/disorganized
poised, self confident/not poised, lacking self
confidence
good looking/ugly
articulate/inarticulate
properly sexual/not properly sexual
non-worrier/worrier
competent/incompetent
has close family ties/ does not have close family
ties
punctual/late
grateful/ungrateful
forgiving, accepting/unforgiving, non-accepting
cultivates hobbies/ does not cultivate hobbies
trusting/mistrustful
pleasant facial expression/unpleasant facial
· expression
spontaneous/not spontaneous
deep/shallow
appreciative of nature/unappreciative of nature
decisive/uncertain
not overly materialistic/overly materialistic
pleasant voice/unpleasant voice
non-jealous/jealous
does not gossip/gossips
enjoys play/does not enjoy play
rich/poor
not nosy/nosy
young/old

*Scales are presented in the order of descending frequency; ties
are not indicated.
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cases where the common-usage criterion was not sufficient to
determine whether responses were synonyms or not, the decision
was based on dictionary usage, thesaurus usage, or the investi-

gator's usage of t he response in question.
Differences in levels of abstraction of the responses
were reconciled for the most part by the common-usage criterion
also.

For example, if common usage by the generating subjects

was to utilize the response at a high level of abstraction (e.g.,
"honesty"), then lower levels of abstraction (e.g., "not lying,"
"not stealing," "not cheating") were combined into an "honesty"
scale classification.

Differences in levels of abstraction

which were not directly reconcilable by the common-usage criterion because insufficient examplars existed were instead
settled on the basis of the general level of abstraction for
all responses.

Content analysis of the responses resulted in

78 scale classifications (see Table II).

Final phrasing for

the scales which designate the scale classifications was determined on the basis of common usage, clarity, and brevity.
Scales were selected from the 78 scale classifications for
inclusion in the study's semantic differential by two different
methods of tallying.
In the first method, the scales were tallied on the basis
of the four elements of the responses, i.e., whether the scales
were listed by an older or younger generating subject, by a
male or female, about their own or the other age level, and
whether as a positive or negative characteristic.

This method
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of tallying was utilized in order to give equal weight to each
of the response elements in the selection of scales.

The basis

for tallying was the number of subjects listing a particular ·
scale per cell, and not the number of times a particular scale
was listed per cell, thereby eliminating duplications within
cells created by the content analysis.

The four most frequent

responses in each of the resulting 16 cells -- 26 different
scales -- were selected for inclusion (see Table III).
In the second method of tallying, subtotals across cells
were obtained on both the older and younger generating subjects'
responses in order to ascertain which scales were most frequently
used by each of the two age groups of generating subjects in
describing people -- regardless of the stimulus person's sex or
age, or the type of characteristic (i.e., positive or negative).
The 15 most frequent responses for each of the age levels of
generating subjects are presented in Table IV.

All scales on

this list not already included in the semantic differential being
constructed were now selected for inclusion, bringing the total
of generated scales to JO.
Young/Old
In addition to the seven standard reference scales and
the JO scales suggested by the generating subjects, one other
scale was included in the study's semantic differential.

That

scale -- young/old -- was included as a check on how old the
stimulus models were perceived as being.

The complete list of

J8 scales selected for inclusion is presented in Table V.
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TABLE III
MOST FREQUENT RESPONSES ACCORDING
TO EQUAL WEIGHT TALLY SCHEME*

Generating
Subjects

Older
Male
Own Age

Other Age

Female
Own Age

Other Age

Positive

Characteristics

Negative
Characteristics

Considerate
Healthy
Alert
Involved in civic
affairs
Ambitious, hardworking
Considerate
Involved in civic
affairs
Responsible, reliable

Unenthusiastic
Selfish
Unhealthy
Closed minded

Considerate
Understanding
Has desire to learn
Friendly .
Ambitious, hardworking
Considerate
Has desire to learn
Does physical exercise

Poorly groomed
Inconsiderate
Unhealthy
Closed minded
Poorly groomed
Inconsiderate
La.eking ambition,
lazy
Financially
careless

Honest
Open minded
Intelligent
Considerate
Open minded
Healthy
Has sense of humor
Has desire to learn

Inconsiderate
Bigoted
Dishonest
Poorly groomed
Closed minded
Uninformed about
current events
Complainer
Arrogant, knowi t-all

Selfish
Lacking ambition,
lazy
Closed minded
Inconsiderate

Younger
Male

Own Age

Other Age
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TABLE III (CONTINUED)
Generating
Subjects
Female
Own Age

Other Age

Positive
Characteristics

Intelligent

Has sense of humor
Friendly
Loving
Loving
Understanding
Has desire to learn
Has sense of humor

Negative
Characteristics
Unloving
Inconsiderate
Immature, does
not understand
self
Dishonest
Closed minded
Not alert
Inflexible
Domineering, bossy

*The top four scales per cell are presented in the order of
descending frequency; ties are not indicated. In order to save
space only the positive half of the scale is listed under positive characteristics and only the negative half under negative
characteristics.
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TABLE IV
FIFTEEN MOST FREQUENT RESPONSES FOR
OLDER AND YOUNGER GENERATING SUBJECTS*
Rank
1
2

J

4

5
6
7

8
9
10
11

12

i4
15

Older Generating
Subjects
Considerate
Well groomed
Ambitious, hardworking
Has desire to learn
Healthy
Open minded
Generous
Loving
Pleasant
Understanding
Cooperative
Has good relations with
people of other ages
Does physical exercise
Alert
Informed about current
events

Younger Generating
Subjects

Open minded
Considerate
Honest
Loving
Understanding
Has sense of humor
Flexible
Has desire to learn
Informed about current
events
Independent
Non-bigoted
Well groomed
Intelligent
Mature, understands
self
Enthusiastic

*In order to save space, only the positive half of the scale
is presented.
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TABLE V
SCALES SELECTED FOR INCLUSION
IN SElV~NTIC DIFFERENTIAL
From Osgood et al.
Active/passive (A)
Beautiful/ugly (E)
Fast/slow (A)
Good/bad (E)
Large/small (P)
Nice/awful (E)
Strong/weak (P)
From Generating Subjects
Alert/non-alert
Ambitious, hardworking/lacking ambition, lazy
Considerate/inconsiderate
Cooperative/uncooperative
Does physical exercise/does no physical exercise
Enthusiastic/unenthusiastic
Financially careful/financially careless
Flexible/inflexible
Friendly/unfriendly
Generous/selfish
Has desire to learn/has no desire to learn
Has good relations with people of other ages/has poor relations with people of other ages
Has sense of humor/has no sense of humor
Healthy/unhealthy
Honest/dishonest
Independent/dependent
Informed about current events/uninformed about current events
Intelligent/unintelligent
Involved in civic affairs/uninvolved in civic affairs
Loving/unloving
Mature, understands self/immature, does not understand self
Modest, humble/arrogant, know-it-all
Non-bigoted/bi&oted
·Non-complainer/complainer
Non-domineering, non-bossy/domineering, bossy
Open minded/closed minded
Pleasant/unpleasant
Responsible, reliable/irresponsible, unreliable
Understanding/non-understanding
Well groomed/poorly groomed
For Check on Perceived Ages of Stimulus Models
Young/old
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II.

STIMULUS SELECTION

Selection of the stimuli for the present study involved
a number of different decisions.

These concerned the stimuli's

age, type and mode of presentation, number and length of presentation, standardization, and presentation order.
Age of Stimuli
Age ranges chosen for the stimuli were set at 22 to J2
years for the younger stimuli and 60 years or older for the
older stimuli.

The same age ranges as were set for the scale-

generating subjects were chosen for the stimuli so that the
suggested scales would be as relevant as possible to the stimuli.
Stimulus TyPe and Mode of Presentation
On the basis that responses to symbols are not generally
isomorphic with responses to objects (Osgood, 195J), it was
decided to utilize objects (i.e., stimulus models) instead of
words as stimuli in the hopes of obtaining a more meaningful
answer to the research question.

That is, stimulus models were

used in order to focus the study on attitudes toward people and
not on attitudes towards words.
Next it had to be decided whether the stimulus models
would be "liveN or photographed people.

For purposes of prac-

ticality and standardization, the mode

of live stimulus models

was eliminated as a viable mode of presentation.

Moving photo-

graphy was chosen because movements by a person communicate information which may be the basis for the formation of an attitude
about that person.
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Whether to utilize actors or non-actors for the stimulus
models had to be decided next.

Non-actors were chosen on the

basis that it was not acting performance which was pertinent
to the study.
It was decided to utilize persons unknown to the subjects
as stimulus models in order to standardize the portrayals across
rating subjects who might otherwise vary in their knowledge of
a "known" person.

Because of their accessibility and their

likelihood of being unknown to the rating subjects, it was decided to utilize for stimulus models videotaped portrayals
selected from television documentaries taped by the Portland State
University Television Services for their videotape library.
Number of Stimuli and Length of Presentation
Since it was desired to study responses toward both younger
and older stimulus models {of both sexes), the minimum number
of stimulus models would be fours

one younger male, one younger

female, one older male, and one older female.

And, since no one

individual could be expected to possess and/or exhibit all of
the characteristics of the relevant age and sex group, the utilization of replicates would accrue the advantage of making the
resulting data more general to an age and sex group instead of
being specific to merely one individual.

Consequently, it was

decided to include one replication -- for a total of eight stimulus models.

A one-minute stimulus model portrayal was chosen

as providing an at least minimally adequate length for eliciting
existing age attitudes {agreement with this opinion can be found
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in the television advertising arena, where advertisements even
shorter in length than one minute are expected to create an
image sufficient to sell a product).
Standardization of Stimuli
Effort was taken to standardize the eight stimulus models
for all relevant variables (except age).

In order to neutralize

the effect of sex, the number of stimulus models of each sex
in each age level was balanced.

Standardization of situations

was sought by using similar visual formats in presenting the
stimulus models, and by deleting the sound tracks.

All stimulus

models were presented from a front view, sitting or standing
still, talking to someone not on camera.

By omitting the sound

track, it was hoped to prevent the conversation topic from defining the situation.
All stimulus models were Caucasion.

Ethnic origins and

social class of the stimulus models were not ascertained.
Presentation Order of Stimuli
Due to limitations on resources, only one version of the
stimulus model videotape was made.

In ordering the stimulus

models on the videotape, it was decided to place one member of
each replicate pair in the first half of the taped presentation,
and one member in the second half.

This splitting of the ap-

pearances of the replicated stimulus models into two separate
orderings was undertaken in order to reduce the effect -- caused
by such factors as subject practice at rating, subject boredom,
or subject exhaustion -- of the stimulus model's position on the

·i
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tape.

Which member of a replicate pair was placed in which

half, and the order of the four stimulus models within each
half, were randomly determined.

As a result of this procedur e,

the following order of pr esentation was obtained:

1) older

female, 2) younger female, 3) younger male, 4) older male,

5) older male, 6) younger male, 7) older female, and 8) younger
female.

Immediately prior to the appearance of each stimulus

model on the videotape, a title -- PERSONl, -PERSON 2, etc. -appeared on the tape for identification.
III.

DATA COLLECTION

Data collection for the current study consisted of the
rating of the eight videotaped stimulus models on the 38
scales by a volunteer rating sample of subjects.
Criteria for Selecting Rating Sample
In order to make the rating sample comparable with the
generating sample, criteria utilized in soliciting individuals
to participate as rating subjects were the same criteria utilized for the generating subjects, i.e., criteria concerning
the individual's age, sex, educational attainment, health, and
activity level.

As with the generating subjects, the age range

of the rating subjects was set at 22 to 32 years of age for the
younger subjects and at 60 years of age or older for the older
subjects.

And, again, effort was taken to hold constant all

relevant attributes of the rating subjects except for age.

Con-

sequently, within age levels, the rating sample was to be composed
of equal numbers of males and females, so as to neutralize the
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effect of sex differences.

The younger subjects were to be

currently or recently enrolled college students; the older
subjects were to be college educated, sufficiently healthy to

come to the campus to participate in the s t udy , and sol icited
from various activity groups (the same groups as were utilized
for the generating subjects).

Only one member per married couple

was invited to be in the rating sample, and there was no overlapping of subjects between the generating sample and the
rating sample.
Description of Rating Sample
One hundred and twenty subjects were selected to participate in the rating of the stimulus models.

Sixty of the
rating subjects were older adults -- mean age of 69 years 7
(70 years for females, 68 years for males) -- and 60 were younger

adults -- mean age of 26 years (for both males and females).
Each level of rating subjects was composed of JO males and JO
females.

As with the generating sample, the educational level
of the older rating subjects 8 ranged from "some college" through
the "Ph.D.," and that of the younger rating subjects from "some
college" through the "Master's degree."

And, like the generating

sample, both age levels of rating subjects came from a variety
of academic backgrounds.

Of the

59 older rating subjects who

?Three of the older female subjects did not specify age.
8 one older male rating subject indicated "special business
courses"instead of college attendance.
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stated their retirement status, 71% indicated they were retired,9
10% indicated they were semi-retired, and 19% indicated they
were not retired.

For occupations, the older rating subjects

indicated they were, or had been, involved in business, c i vil
service, clerical work, education, engineering, finance.

~o use-

work, journalism, medicine, military, music, politics, research,
and social work.

In addition to being students, the younger

rating subjects listed as occupationss business, cartography,
clerical work, computer programming, domestic work, education,
farming, medicine, and research.

Five of the older rating sub-

jects indicated they were foreign born (Austria, England, Germany -- two subjects, and South Africa)r

two of the younger

rating subjects also indicated they were foreign born (both
from CRnada).

At least 54, or 90% of the older rating subjects

and 43, or 72% of the younger rating subjects had lived in the
Portland SMSA for most of the last five years.

All 120 rating

subjects were Caucasion.
Rating Procedure
As with the generating sample, the rating subjects were
offered no reimbursement for their time and effort; they were
instead informed that a report on the study findings would be
made available to them as soon as the study was completed.

Rating

sessions for younger and older subjects were scheduled separately.
The average number of rating subjects at a session was J.4 for
the older subjects and 6.2 for the younger subjects.

Nineteen

9Three subjects counted in this category indicated they
were not retired from housework, and one subject listed herself
as "disabled."

!
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sessions were required to collect the data on the older subjects1 10 sessions were required for the younger subjects.
For the younger subjects, the rating sessions occurred during
the time period of November 12 to November 22, 1974; for the
older subjects, the rating sessions occurred between November
lJ and December 10, 1974.
The planned length of the data collection session was set
at one hour, in order to keep the length within the subjects'
level of willingness and ability to participate.

One hour was

estimated by the investigator to be an appropriate maximum
length -- both from the point of view of the students in scheduling the rating session into their class schedules, and from the
point of view of the more elderly subjects in not over-taxing
limited energy levels.

Within the projected one-hour rating

session, time had to be allotted for 1) instructions and delays,
2) viewing of the stimulus models, J) rating of the stimulus
models, and 4) answering of the biographical questions.

It was

estimated that 20 minutes would be needed for instructions,
delays, and biographical questions and 40 minutes for the viewing
and rating of the stimulus models.

Estimation procedures sug-

gested by Osgood et al. (1957, p. 80) indicated that 40 minutes
would be sufficient time to allow the subjects to rate the eight
stimulus models on the JB scales -- allotting one minute per
videotape presentation and four minutes per rating.
In practice, no time limits were imposed on the rating
sessions.

Most of the rating sessions took less than the
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estimated 60 minutes; some took a little longer.

However, no

subject had to leave a rating session before the session was
completed.

In order to see how accurate the Osgood et al.

time-estimating procedur e had been, rough

measurements were

made, whenever possible, on the amount of time required to complete the rating of a stimulus model.

The amount of time needed

by the younger subjects to rate a stimulus model ranged from,
roughly, one to five minutes.

In the average rating sesssion,

the quickest younger subject used approximately 1.6 minutes to
rate a stimulus model, and the slowest younger .subject used
approximately 2.7 minutes.

The amount of time needed by the

older subjects to rate a stimulus model ranged from, roughly,
one to eight minutes.

In the average rating session, the

quickest older subject finished a rating in approximately 2.3
minutes, and the slowest older subject in approximately 3.6
minutes.

For the average rating session, then, the time esti-

mates of four minutes per stimulus model appear to have been
approximately one minute too long for the younger rating subjects and just about correct for the older subjects.

In general,

the earlier stimulus models required more time to rate than the
later stimulus models.
Ratings by all subjects were performed in the same room.
A television monitor screen was placed at one end of the rating
room, faced by seating for 10 people.

The monitor was elevated

on a stand so that it would not be obscured from view by another
rating subject.

The room was brightly lighted with ceiling

lights, except for the end directly over the monitor.

Upon

entering the room," the rating subjects were greeted by the

I
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investigator and invited to take whichever seat before the

I

monitor they preferred.

t

I1

Coffee was offered, and pencils and

test booklets were passed out to the rating subjects.
Th€ 20-page test booklets were composed of two pages of
instructions, two pages of scales for each stimulus model,
and two pages of biographical questions.

In order to assist the

rating subjects to link the rating sheets with the correct stimulus model, the first page of scales for a particular stimulus
model was labeled "PERSON l," "PERSON 2," etc., while the second
page was labeled "Continuation of PERSON l," "Continuation of
PERSON 2," etc. Three different versions of the tes.t booklets
were utilized in order to reduce the effect of position of the
scales.

In addition, the direction -- negative to positive or

positive to negative -- of the scales was randomly varied on each
of the three versions.
To begin the rating session, the investigator read aloud
the instructions printed at the beginning of the test booklet
while the subjects read along on their own copies.

The instruc -

tions were as follows:
The purpose of thi s study is to measure the types of
characteristics important in the perception of others.
You are requested to rate your perceptions .of eight
people on a series of descriptive scales f f or example,
on the scales good _____________________ bad).
Each person to be evaluated will appear visually -but without sound -- on the videotape monitor for approximately one minute. You may sometimes feel you have not
received sufficient information about the person to
really evaluate that person. However, please generalize
or guess from the clues that are present in the vid eotape presentation. [ The investigator interrupted the
instructions here to point out that the subjects were
being requested to indicate a first impression only,
and that they would in no way be held to that rating
for any final j.udgment about the stimulus model].
.

.
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Following each one-minute appearance on the videotape monitor, four minutes will be allowed for you t o
rate your perceptions of the person. At the conclus ion
of the four-minute rating period, a new person will
appear on the videotape monitor and the rating process
will start over again. This format will be f,0llowed
until all eight people are evaluated. For each person
to be evalua t ed a set of J8 scal es is provi ded on wh ich
to rate your per c ep t i ons . You a re to ra t e your p erc eptions of the person on each of these scales in order.
Here is how the scales are to be i nterpreteds
Very

IMPORTANT:

(1) Place your check-marks in the middle of
spaces, not on the boundaries:
X
THIS
X
NOT THIS
(2) Be sure you check every scale for every
person -- do not omit any.
(J) Never put more than one check-mark on a
single scale.
For each scale make a separate and independent judgment.
Work at fairly high speed through this test. Do not worry
or puzzle over individual scales. It is your first impressions, the immediate "feelings" about the people being
evaluated that we want. On the other hand, please do not
be careless, because we want your true impressions.
Please do not talk during the test.

=== ==

After the reading of the instructions, the investigator made the
following statements
Will you now flip through your questionnaire and see
.if you have all the pages. It should gos PERSON 1,
Continuation of PERSON 1, PERSON 2, Continuation of
PERSON 2, and so on through PERSON 8. Then there should
be two pages of questions about you. Is anybody's questionnaire missing pages or out of order?
Do you have any questions about what you are to do?
Let's begin. PERSON 1 will now appear for one minute
on the monitor. Will you please opserve PERSON 1 closely.

'
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The subjects were asked to leaf through their test booklets as
much to orient themselves to the dimensions of the rating task
as to locate any missing or mis-ordered pages.

Immediately

following the one-minute videotape presentation of a stimul us
model, the investigator requested the subjects to indicate
their first impressions of the stimulus model on their rating
sheets.

As soon as all subjects appeared to be finished rating

a stimulus model, the investigator asked if anyone wanted more
time for that rating; if no one requested more time, the next
stimulus model was presented on the videotape monitor.
After completing the ratings of all eight stimulus models,
the subjects were requested to provide information regarding
their: 1) educational background, 2) personal and occupational
background, and J) geographical background.

The test booklet

gave the following explanation for asking the biographical
questions:
Would you please provide information on your background (educational, personal and occupational, and
geographical) as requested below. For the most part,
this background information is not itself part of the
study, but it is important in order to describe the
sample of respondents who took part in the study and,
consequently, to describe the population to which the
study findings may be generalized.
In order that your responses be kept confidential,
please do not sign your questionnaire.
Information received in this section of the test booklet was
summarized earlier in this report.
All rating subjects were requested orally by the investigator to not discuss the study for several weeks with"anyone
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who wasn't here with you," and in writing by the test booklet
to• "Please do not discuss this study with your colleagues

I
ll
~

'~

I
I

for several weeks since they may be asked to take part in

the study during that time."
IV.

DATA ANALYSIS

Data Preparation
Scores were assigned to the ratings by coding each scale
as followsa
negative pole__!_ _g_

~ ~ ~

__§__ _1_ positive pole

The scale young/old was coded with young as the positive pole
and old as the negative pole.

This assignment of polarity was

arbitrary -- it was not empirically derived as was the polarity
of the generated scales -- and thus, in inspecting the study
results in the next chapter, no significance should be attached
to the polarity of the scale young/old per se.

Following coding,

the scores were keypunched onto computer cards and the three test
booklet versions were reformatted into one version by an IBM

519 Reproducing Punch.
Of the J6,480 pieces of social evaluation information
requested from the rating subjects (eight stimulus models X
J8 scales X 120 subjects), 64 were left blank.

Sixty-two of

these missing values were contributed by older rating subjects
and two by younger rating subjects.

Of the stimulus models,

PERSON 1 received the most missing values (J5), while PERSONS
2 through 8 received from two to seven missing values each.
Missing values occurred on 30 of the 38

sc~les,

with the largest

number -- eight -- occurring on the scale good/bad (five from

r

I
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one subject alone).

From one to four missing values occurred

on each of the other 29 scales.

The coefficients of correlation

of each scale with every other scale were calculated using the
BMDOJD "Correlation with Item Deletion" program to delete the

64 missing values.
Factor Analysis
Answers were then sought to three questions:
factors are there underlying the scales?
sociated with what factors?
iated with the factors?

How many

What scales are as-

How strongly are the scales assoc-

I

'

I'

To answer these questions, the cor"Factor

!J

Analysis" program (see Harman, 1960, for a discussion of the

:

relation matrix was factor analyzed using the

factor analytic technique).

BMD08M

A principal axis solution was

performed (i.e., the diagonal elements of the correlation matrix
were unaltered and, thus, the initial communality estimates
equaled 1.0).

A maximum of five iterations was specified for

the communalities, and the number of factors to be extracted
was limited to factors with eigenvalues 10 greater than 1.0.
The resulting unrotated factor matrix, although it accounted
for a certain percentage of the common factor variance of the
scales, did not, however, provide a meaningful factor structure, since the placement of the reference axes was determined
by a principal axis solution.

In order to achieve a more

meaningful structure, that is, to locate the primary attitudinal dimensions underlying the scales, the axes were rotated
10
An eigenvalue, which is the root of the characteristic
equation [ R-.).I ] = 0 used to solve for the unrotated factors, is
equal to the sum of the squared loadings on a factor.

I

l
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according to Thurstone's principles of simple structure.

As

is common practice in semantic differential studies, the factors
were rotated orthogonally; that is, right angles were maintained
between the axes and thus the factors were kept l '.' dependent.
A varimax criterion of rotation of the factors

we ~

employed

with a maximum of 50 iterations specified -- using Kaiser
normalization (Kaiser, 1958).
In order to investigate the semantic stability of the
scales across the age levels of stimulus models and subjects,
four separate factor analyses of the scales were performed.
Following Heise's (1969, p. 416) advice that:

"if one wants

to study concept-scale interactions, one should carry out all
analyses and comparisons within a single subject population,"
the scales were factor analyzed separately for the younger subjects and the older subjects.

Using parallel logic, it was

decided to investigate subject-scale interaction by performing
separate factor analyses of the scales for the younger stimulus
models and the older stimulus models.

Thus, four separate fac-

tor analyses of the scales were performed (see Table VI)a younger
stimulus models/younger subjects (YY), younger stimulus models/
older subjects (YO), older stimulus models/older subjects (00),
and older stimulus models/younger subjects (OY).

Since each

subject was entered as four observations in each of the two age
appropriate factor analyses -- once for each stimulus model rated
the number of observations per analysis equaled 240 •
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TABLE VI
DESIGN OF SEPARATE FACTOR ANALYSES
Subjects
Younger

Stimulus Models

Older

Younger

yy

YO

Older

OY

00

V.

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

Generalizability of the study results may be limited by
certain unavoidable shortcomings of the research design regarding
size, scope, standardization, ability to elicit attitudes, and
data handling.

Thus, the findings of this study are of an

exploratory rather than of a definitive nature.
Size
The number of stimulus models, the number of generating
subjects, the number of rating subjects, and the number of scales
are all small (n

=

8, 60, 120, and JS, respectively).

therefore, lack representativeness.

They may,

Furthermore, the study was

undertaken with only one version of the adjective generating
questionnaire, one version of the stimulus model videotape, and
three versions of the semantic differential test.

As a conse-

quence, the study findings might be biased by position effect.
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Scope
The scope of the design, which was limited to two age
levels of adults and to certain types of subjects, poses further
questions about the findings' representativeness.

The extent

to which younger and older adults are representative of the entire adult age span remains unknown.

Perhaps, as some geronto-

logists have suggested, younger and older adults are more similar to each other than they are to middle-aged adults -- either
because of cohort differences or because of life stage differences.

In addition, the subjects were required to be college

educated, healthy, and active; only one of the subjects was
non-Caucasian.

The generalizability of findings based on such

a sample also remains unknown.
Standardization
Standardization deficiencies

occurring in the stimulus

models, the subjects, or the study setting -- may also tend to
limit the generalizability of the study results.

Because of

the difficulty in finding television portrayals of the desired
types of people appearing alone in a standardized format for
at least one minute, the standardization of the stimulus
models was not as complete as might have been desired.

Also,

those rating subjects who could lip read would have been able
to acquire a different perception of the stimulus models than
those who could not lip read.

In addition, since no example

stimulus model on which to practice rating was provided for the
subjects, ratings of PERSON 1 had to serve for both practice and
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data (note the relatively large number of missing values on

PERSON 1).
Likewise, standardization of the subjects (for all relevant attributes except age) might have been less than desired.
For example, the age range for the older subjects was longer
than that for the younger subjects (JO years vs. 11 years);
consequently, there was more of a likelihood of multiple age
cohorts being i ncluded in the older sample than in the younger
sample.

Also, only educational attainment was utilized in

standardizing social class -- occupation and income were not
required to be comparable.
Standardization deficiencies might also have occurred in
the setting of the study.

For example, the campus setting might

have been less familiar and therefore more distracting to the
older subjects than to the younger subjects.

And, because the

subjects were not all scheduled to participate in the study at
the same time, differences might have existed in the subjects'
prior knowledge of the study tasks, in the investigator's
handling of' the testing sessions, in the exigencies of external
events, and in the agreeableness of the weather.
Ability to Elicit Attitudes
Of particular concern here are the age focus of the study,
the length of stimulus model presentations, and the study's volunteer subjects.

The age focus of the study was perhaps too

clear to both groups of subjects -- generating and rating.
Some subjects expressed a reluctance to describe or rate younger
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and older persons differently.

This problem was complicated

by a reluctance on the part of some of the rating subjects to
commit themselves to an evaluation of a person based on a
one-minute observation.

And t he type of individual who con-

sents to act as a volunteer in a research project -- under no
constraint of reward or punishment -- might well be the type
of individual who tends to be charitable in describing and rating
others (i.e., "good sayers").
Data Handling
Certain aspects of how the data was handled during the
scale generating and stimulus model rating stages of the study
might also tend to limit the generalizability of the study
findings.

For example, during the classification and tallying

of the generated scales, the decisions regarding synonyms and
levels of abstraction were admittedly arbitrary to the investiga.tor and not subjected to any reliability measures.

And,

of course, the current study is subject to all of the limitations
general to semantic differential analyses.
VI.

SUNiMARY

Eight videotaped stimulus models were rated by 120 subjects, using a semantic differential composed of JS scales.
Seven of the scales were selected as standard reference scales
from previous studies, JO were suggested by a volunteer generating sample of JO younger and JO older subjects (balanced in
number for sex and selected to be as comparable as possible
except for age) ·as relevant for describing younger and older
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individuals, and one was included as a check on the perceived
ages of the stimulus models.
The stimulus models consisted of four younger and four
older adults; each age level of stimulus models contained two
males and two females.

The eight stimulus models were non-

actors, unknown to the rating subjects, and presented for one
minute in a standardized visual format and without sound.

All

stimulus models were Caucasian.
The volunteer rating sample o.f 120 subjects was composed
of 60 younger and 60 older subjects, with each age level of
rating subjects containing JO females and JO males.

There was

no overlapping of subjects between the generating and rating
samples, and only one member per married couple was included in
a given sample.

All subjects but one were Caucasian.

The resulting scale scores were factor analyzed to ascertain whether they remained stable across stimulus model and
subject age levels.

Analysis was made with the BMD08M "Factor

Analysis" program, using as input the correlation matrix computed by the BMDOJD "Correlation with Item Deletion" program
{utilized to delete missing scale values).

Four separate

factor analyses of the scales were performed -- younger stimulus
models/younger subjects, younger stimulus models/older subjects,
older stimulus models/older subjects, and older stimulus models/
younger subjects -- permitting comparisons between the factor
matrices for concept-scale and subject-scale interaction.
The factor analyses consisted of principal axis solutions
with varimax rotation of the factors.
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Possible limitations on the generalizability of the study
findings are posed by research design considerations of size,
scope, standardization, ability to elicit attitudes, and data
handling procedures.
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CHAPTER III
RESULTS: STABILITY AND INSTABILITY
OF A CROSS-AGE SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL

I

The results of the four separate factor analyses of the

I
I
I

scales -- younger stimulus models/younger subjects (YY), younger
stimulus models/older subjects(YO), older stimulus models/older
subjects (00), and older stimulus models/younger subjects (OY) -provide comparative evidence bearing on the cross-age stability

'

I
I
I

\;

of the semantic differential technique in the measurement of
social evaluation.

Findings regarding the question of cross-

age semantic stability are considered from both of the opposing
foci of stability and instability.
is examined:

First, the stability aspect

to what degree are the factors from the two dif-

ferent age levels the same?
stability, is emphasized:

Second, the opposite focus, inon which factors or scales do major

differences between the two age levels occur?

Following the

discussions of stability and instability, the findings regarding
the scale young/old are considered.
I.

FACTOR MATRICES

The rotated factor matrices for the four factor analyses
are presented in Tables VII - X.

The column entries, which are

called "loadings" and are interpreted like correlation coeffi-

I
i

I
I

I
I
I
'

I

i

cients (i.e., the loadings range from -1.0 to +1.0), indicate

t
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l

the degree and direction of the association of the scales with
the factors.

l

For example, in Table VII, the loading of the

!

scale pleasant/unpleasant on Factor A is .82, and the association between the attribute "pleasant" and Factor A is positive.
The percent of the variance of a scale shared with a factor is
equal to the squared factor loading multiplied by 100: for example, the percent of the variance of pleasant/unpleasant held
in common with Factor A is equal to (.82 2 )(100) or 67%. The
common factor variance of a scale, its communality, is given in
the column headed

11

h 211 •

The communality of a scale equals the

sum of its squared factor loadings; for example, the communality
of pleasant/unpleasant is equal to (.82 2 ) + (.21 2 ) + (.06 2 ), or

.73.

This means that 73% of the variance of the scale pleasant/

unpleasant has been accounted for by the three factors, leaving
27% of the variance unaccounted for by the common factors.
The order of presentation of the scales in each of the four
tables was determined individually for each of the factor matrices
by the magnitude of the scale loadings on the factors.

Scales

with their largest loadings on Factor A are presented first,
followed by scales with their largest loadings on Factors Band
C, respectively.

In this report, scales considered to be in-

volved in a factor are those which have 25% or more of their
variance in common with that factor (i.e., absolute loadings

.50 or greater).

of

Three factors were defined by each of the four factor
analyses: the composition of these factors is discussed in detail

.~
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in the next section of this chapter.

The variance

total

and common -- accounted for by each of the four factor analyses
is compared in Table XI.

The percent of · total variance in the

scales accounted for by the four factor analyses -- i. e ., the
amount of common variance -- ranged from 49% to 55%, with the
least variance being accounted for for the younger stimulus
models/younger subjects and the most for the older stimulus
models/older subjects.

From the opposite perspective, then,

from 45% to 51% of the total variance is not common variance;
it can be attributed to error or to the specificity of the scales.
Factor A accounts for the largest percentage of the total variance (25% to Jl%) £or each factor analysis, Factor B for the
next largest percentage (16% to 21%), and Factor C for the
smallest percentage (J% to 8%).

As can be seen, Factor C is a

very weakly defined factor, with Factors A and B jointly accounting for from

84% (OY) to 94% (YO) of the common variance.

Findings relevant to this study consist of evidence regarding the stability of the three factors across the two stimulus model age levels and across the two subject age levels.
Cross-age comparisons of factors within subject age levels comprise evidence regarding the stability of the factors across
stimulus model age levels.

Likewise, cross-age comparisons

of factors within stimulus model age levels comprise evidence
regarding the stability of the factors across subject age
levels.
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TABLE VII
ROTATED FACTOR MATRIX, YOUNGER
STIMULUS MODELS/YOUNGER SUBJECTS*

___n:_

Factors
Scales

A

B

c

.06
.21
.73
(.82}
Pleasant
.18
.70
.
{.
81}
.04
Understanding
.66
.16
-.04
(.80}
Generous
.26
.69
-.02
(.79}
Considerate
.64
.01
(.78}
.17
Nice
.6)
.18
.OJ
(.77}
Cooperative
.01
.59
(.76)
.07
Loving
.61
.19
{. 76) -.01
Flexible
-.07
.57
.19
{. 73)
Friendly
Has good relations with
.52
.17
(.70) -.01
people of other ages
.22
.22
.57
(.69)
Good
.46
.10
.08
(.67)
Non-bigoted
.11
(.66} -.44
.65
Non-domineering, non-bossy
.18
(. 66) -.49
.71
Modest, humble
.52
.16
.25
(.65)
Open minded
.42
-.08
(.62)
.19
Has sense of humor
.44
.32
.17
Honest
C.55)
.16
.14
( .53)
.33
Non-complainer
.48
.45
.55
Mature, understands self
.35
.25
.41
.29
-.03
Well groomed
.10
.oo (.73)
.55
Active
.50
(. 71)
.03
-.06
Strong
.:..o4 (.65}
.06
.43
Fast
.6)
( .65)
Intelligent
.27
.37
.46
.14
(.63)
.21
Alert
.08
.47
(.62)
Enthusiastic
.27
.44
(.62)
.21
-.08
Independent
.08
(. 55)
.32
Informed about current events
.07
.01
.01
Involved in civic affairs
.31
C.55)
.24
.)8
.14
Ambitious, hardworking
C.55)
.34
Large
-.17
C.5J) -.17
Healthy
.28
(.52) -.02
.35
Does physical exercise
(.50) -.20
.30
.09
.41
.46
Has desire to learn
.27
.35
Beautiful
.40
.44 -.17
.42
Young
.28
-.06
.11
.15
Financially careful
.40
.24 -.01
(.59)
Responsible, reliable
.42
.16 (. 57) (. 53)
*V~rimax rotation.
In order to save space, only the positive half of the scale is listed. Factor loadings greater than or
equal to f .50f are indicated in parentheses. N=240.
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TABLE VIII
ROTATED FACTOR N~TRIX, YOUNGER
STIMULUS MODELS/OLDER SUBJECTS*
h2

Factors

Scales
Cooperative
Open minded
P1easant
Considerate
Flexible
Iwiodest, humble
Generous
Nice
Has good relations with
people of other ages
Loving
.
Non-complainer
Non-domineering, non-bossy
Good
Friendly
Non-bigoted
Understanding
Well groomed
Has sense of humor
Honest
Responsible, reliable
Beautiful
Financially careful
Has desire to learn
Large
Alert
Active
Strong
Enthusiastic
Ambitious, hardworking
Fast
Independent
Does physical exercise
Nature, understands self
Healthy
Involved in civic affairs
Intelligent
Informed about current events
Young

A

( .82)

(.80)
(.80)
(.80)

(.79)

B

.18

.08
.24
.10

.oo

(.78) -.25
(.78) .14
(. 77) .22
(. 77)
(.75)
(.73)

.18
.14
.11

(.72) -.24
(.72) .JO

(.70)

.28

( .69) -.03
(.67) .21
(.60) .JO
( .60) .28

( .58)

(. 58)

(. 53)

.47

.42
..... 31
.07
.03
.04
.28
.23
.06
-.03
.06
.38
.29
.09

.15

.02

.oo

.JO

.J3

.28

c
.11

.05

-•10

.26
.02
.04
.14
.06
.18
.11

.65
. 71
.71
.63
.68

.64

.65
.65

.60

-.06

.55

-.24
-.06
.15

.51

-.01
.18

.02

.... 28

.29
.46
-.13
.37

.19
.OJ
.39
.08
.24
(.77) -.07
(.76) .oo
(.75)
.17
(. 70) -.09
( .68) .32
(.63) -.07
(. 57) .15
(.52) -.07
(.50) .31
.48
.03
.44 -.06
. •4J -.05

.35 -.01
.18

.71

-.26

.58
.64
.62
.48
.46

.52
.52
.65

.38
.39
.33
.16
.61

.58
.59

.58
.61

.41
J5
.28
0

.49
. 31
.20
.21

.12
.10

*Varimax rotation. In order to save space, only the positive half of the scale is listed. Factor loadings greater than or
equal to 1.501 are indicated by parentheses. N=240.
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TABLE IX
ROTATED FACTOR MATRIX, OLDER
MODELS/OLDER SUBJECTS*

S~IMULUS

h2

Factors
Scales
Cooperative
Open minded
Generous
Understanding
Nice
Considerate
Pleasant
Flexible
Has ~ood relations with
people of other ages
Non-bigoted
Loving
Friendly
tliodest, humble
Non-complainer
Good
Has sense of humor
Beautiful
Active
Strong
Independent
Fast
Involved in civic affairs
Enthusiastic
Alert
Ambitious, hardworking
Informed about current events
Healthy
Non-domineering, non-bossy
Has desire to learn
Does physical exercise
Intelligent
Mature, understands self
Well groomed
Large
Honest
Financially careful
Responsible, reliable
Young

A

(.80)
( .80)

(.78)
(.78)
(.77)
(.76)
(.75)
(.75)
(.75)
(.74)

B

-.01

.16
.10

c
-.01
-.02
.o~

.16

.09

.11
-.02
.08

.24

.17
.17

.27

-.01
-.06

.05 -.15

-.08
.lJ

.34
(.7J)
.28
.14
(. 71)
( .69) (-.50) .02
.04
.12
(.69)
.18
.45
(.59)
(. 58)
.27 -.OJ
.16
.26
( .57)
.... 06
(.86) .02
(.8J) .14
.06
-.08

.04
.17
.12

.18

(.7J) .11
(.7J) -.05
(.73)

-.OJ

(. 70)

.16

(.72)

.05

(.68) .J7
(.67) .OJ
(.65) .26
(.55) (-.58) -.17
(. 5J) (. 54) .04
(. 51) -.15
.12
.JO (.50) .JO
.41
.28
.4J
.Jl
.J6
.39
-.10
.34
.J7
.14
.17
.26

.Jl

.OJ

.42

.40
.22

.04

.13

.46

(. 66)

(. 57)
( .57)
-.29

.64
.66
.63
.64
.66
.61
.60

.59
.63

.55

.66
.60
.73
.49
.58
.41
.41
• 74

.71

.56
.53
.56
.53

.54
.61
.48

.56

.67

.57

.29
.4)
.4J

.J7

.26

.53

.53

.65
.15

*Varimax rotation. In order to save space, only the positive half of the scale is listed. Factor loadings greater than or
equal to 1.501 are indicated by parentheses. N = 240.
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TABLE X
ROTATED FACTOR MATRIX, OLDER
STIMULUS MODELS/YOUNGER SUBJECTS*
h2

Factors
Scales
Pleasant
Flexible
Open minded
Cooperative
Considerate
Understanding
Nice
Modest, humble
Friendly
Has good relations with
people of other ages
Generous
Loving
Beautiful
Good
Non-complainer
Non-do mineering, non-bossy
Has sense of humor
Non-bigoted
Mature, understands self
Has desire to learn
Active
Strong
Independent
Enthusiastic
Fast
Ambitious, hardworking
Healthy
Alert
Involved in civic affairs
Intelligent
Informed about current events
Does physical exercise
Large
Responsible, reliable
Honest
Financially careful
Well groomed
Young
'i

A

B

c

( .81)
(.77)
(.77)
(.75)
(.73)
(. 72)

.09
.17
.20
.01
.02
.09
(.70~ -.04
(.68 -.41
( .68) .15

.34
- .15
-.11
.17
.27
.22
.46
.17
.35

.78
.65
.64
.60
.60
.58
.69
.66
.60

( .67) .23
(. 66) - .01
(.65) .03
(.6J) .24
( .61) .10
(. 59) .16
(. 57 )(-. 52)
(. 57) .31
(. 56) .17
(.54) .29
( .5J) .42
-.04 (.79)
-.08 (.75)
.09 (.73)
.16 (.72)
.oo ( . 67)
.2J ( .64)
.2J (.59)
.20 · (.58)
.04 C.5J)
.44 (.52)
.JO (. 51)
.44
.19
.26
.OJ
.18
.47
.44
.16
.12
.25
.27
.J5
-.05 .JJ

.08
.36
.43
.17
(. 51)

.51
.57
.61
.48
.64
.37
.60
.46
.J8
.42
.48
.63
.59
.54
.57
.48
.57
.44
.41
.29
.49
.J5
.2J
.09
.61
.55
.J4
.JJ
.2J

.05

- •07
.19
-.17
.23
.16

.oo

.13
-.02
.14
- .19
.J4
.19
.18
.06
.17
.OJ

.oo

.14
(.60)
(.58)
(. 51)
.J6
-.J5

~.

*Varimax rotation. In order to save space, only the positive half of the scale is listed. Factor loadings greater than or
equal to 1.501 are indicated by parentheses. N = 240.
::-l :
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TABLE XI
PERCENT OF VARIANCE ACCOUNTED
FOR BY ~HE FOUR FACTOR ANALYSES
Total

Factor
___!

B

c

Younger stimulus models/
~ounger subjects
Total variance
Common variance

28

16

JJ

10

5

49

57

Younger stimulus models/
older sub,j ects
Total variance
· Common variance

Jl
62

16
J2

J
6

50

Older stimulus models/
older sub,j ects
Total variance
Common variance

27
49

21

7
13

55

Older stimulus models/
~ounger subjects
Total variance
Common variance

25

50

38

17
34

8

16

I

l

I

I1

50

i

f

II.

STABILITY

Two different indicators of factor similarity were utilized
in evaluating .the stability of the factors across the age levels.
The first indicator was the inspection. or "eyeball". technique
of c.omparing the scales most strongly associated with a factor
in one analysis with those most strongly associated with a factor in another analysis in order to determine whether the factors
would receive the same interpretation in both analyses.

The

second indicator consisted of the coefficients of congruence
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for the factors being compared, as suggested by Harman (1960,
pp. 256-259).
Inspection
Factor A.

Scales involved with Factor A for each of the

four factor analyses are presented in Table XII.

Within both

age levels of subjects, cross-age comparisons of Factor A revealed a high degree of similarity across stimulus models
only eight differences out of a possible 78 occurred.

Even

more than was the case with the across stimulus model age level
comparisons, the across subject age level comparisons of Factor
A revealed a high degree of similarity -- only four differences
out of a possible 78 occurring.

The cross-age comparisons of

Factor A are detailed below, looking first at the cross stimulus
model comparisons and then at the cross subject comparisons.
Factor A, although not identical, was highly similar for
the younger subjects across the two age levels of stimulus models.
Seventeen scales were jointly involved in Factor A for both
younger and older stimulus models for the younger subjects
(Table XII, row 1, column

J).

Only four scales involved in Fac-

tor A for th.e younger subjects were not jointly involved for
both age levels of stimulus models. 11 Consequently, the interpretation of Factor A for the younger subjects would be approximately the same regardless of stimulus model age.
11 The four scales not jointly involved in Factor A for
the younger subjects for both age levels of stimulus models
were: beautiful u 1 (OY), has desire to learn has no desire
to learn OY , honest/dishonest YY , and mature, understands
self/immature, does not understand self (OY).
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TABLE XII

I

I
~

~
SCALES. INVOLVED WITH FACTOR A*
Subjects

Younger (1)

Stimulus l\iodels
Older ffi

Both (1) and (2)

Younger (1) Pleasant
Understanding
Generous
Considerate
Nice
Cooperative
Loving
Flexible
Friendly
Has good relations with
people of
other ages
Good
Non-bigoted
Non-domineering,
non-bossy
Modest, humble
Open minded
Has sense of
humor
Honest
Non-complainer

Pleasant
Flexible
Open minded
Cooperative
Considerate
Understanding
Nice
Modest, humble
Friendly
Has good relations with
people of
other ages
Generous
Loving
Beautiful
Good
Non-complainer
Non-domineering,
non-bossy
Has sense of
humor
Non-bigoted
Mature, understands self
Has desire to
learn

Pleasant
Understanding
Flexible
Considerate
Cooperative
Nice
Generous
Open minded
Loving
Friendly
Has good relations with
people of
other ages
Modest, humble
Good
Non-bigoted
Non-domineering,
non-bossy
Has sense of
humor
Non-complainer

Older (2)

Cooperative
Open minded
Generous
Understanding
Nice
Considerate
Pleasant
Flexible
Has good relations with
people of
other ages
Hon-bigoted
Loving

Cooperative
Open mind ed
Considerate
Generous
Pleasant
Flexible
Nice
Has good relations with
people of
other ages
Loving
Modest, humble
Understanding

Cooperative
Open minded
Pleasant
Considerate
Flexible
Modest, humble
Generous
Nice
Has good relations with
people of
other ages
Loving
Non-complainer
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TABLE XII (CONTINUED)
Subjects
Younger

(1)

Stimulus Models
Ol de r ill

Both

(1) and (2)

Older (2)

Non-domineering,
non-bossy
Good
Friendly
Non-bigoted
Understanding
Well groomed
Has sense of
humor
Honest
Responsible,
reliable
Beautiful

Friendly
Nlodest, humble
Non-complainer
Good
Has sense of
humor
Beautiful
Non-domineering,
non-bossy
Has desire to
learn

Non-bigoted
Non-complainer
Friendly
Good
Non-domineering,
non-bossy
Has sense of
humor
Beautiful

Both (1)
and (2)

Pleasant
Considerate
Cooperative
Generous
Nice
Flexible
Loving
Understanding
Has . good relations with
people of
other ages
Open minded
IJ1odest, humble
Friendly
Good
Non-domineering,
non-bossy
Non-bigoted
Non-complainer
Has sense of
humor
Honest

Open minded
Pleasant
Cooperative
1',lexi ble
Understanding
Considerate
Nice
Generous
Has good relations with
people of
other ages
Friendly
Loving
I1iodest, humble
Non-bigoted
Non-complainer
Beautiful
Good
Has sense of
humor
Non-domineering,
non-bossy
Has desire to
learn

Pleasant
Cooperative
Considerate
Flexible
Generous
Nice
Open minded
Understanding
Loving
Has good relations with
people of
other ages
Friendly
IViodest, humble
Non-bigoted
Good
Non-complainer
Non-domineering,
non-bossy
Has sense of
humor

* Only scales with factor loadings of 1-501 or greater
are included. In order to save space, only the positive half
of the scale is listed. The scales are ordered as in Table
XIII.

I
J
I

~
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Factor A appeared to also be highly similar across stimulus model age levels for the older subjects.

Eighteen scales

were jointly involved in Factor A for both the younger and older

stimulus models (Table XII, row 2, column

J).

Only four scales

involved in Factor A for the older subjects were not jointly
12
involved for both age levels of stimulus models.
Factor A
for the older subjects would, therefore, receive approximately
the same interpretation for both the younger and older stimulus
models.
Factor A also appeared to be highly similar across the
two age levels of subjects, within both age levels of stimulus
models, and would, consequently, receive approximately the same
interpretation regardless of subject age.

A comparison across

subject ages for the younger stimulus models

~evealed

18 scales

jointly involved in Factor A for both the younger and older
subjects (Table XII, row J, column 1).

Only three scales were

not jointly involved in Factor A for the younger stimulus models
for both age levels of subjects. 1 3 For the older stimulus models,
19 scales were jointly involved in Factor A for both the younger
and older subjects (Table XII, row J, column 2).

,, •. · ·-· .,..-io' ...L,;.:.><.~:Y~~WW.~"'di~~l~··
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was not jointly involved in Factor A for the older stimulus
14
models for both age levels of subjects.
Thus, both the across stimulus model age level and the
across subject age level comparisons prov ided evidence for the
similarity of Factor A across ages.

As a consequence, the

interpretation made of Factor A for each of the four factor analyses was the same, and it was based primarily on the 17 scales
jointly involved in Factor A for all four of the analyses (Table
XII, row J, column J).

An examination of these 17 scales sug-

gested that the underlying dimension of social evaluation defined by Factor A is concerned with the social aspect of personal
ability -- i.e., the ability to "get along" with others.

Factor

A was accordingly given the descriptive name of "Interpersonal
Ability. 111 5
Factor B.

Table XIII presents the scales involved with

Factor B for the four separate factor analyses.

Factor B appeared

to be considerably similar across both stimulus model and subject
age level comparisons -- although somewhat less so than Factor
A.

Eleven out of a possible 49 differences occurred across

stimulus model, and nine out of a possible 49 differences occurred across subject age levels.

The cross-age comparisons

are detailed below.
14The one scale not jointly involved in Factor A for the
older stimulus models for both age l evels of subjects was: mature,
understands self/immature, does not understand self.
l5None of the - six scales mentioned above which were involved
in Factor A for at least one but not all four of the factor analyses -- beautiful u 1 , has desire to learn has no desire to
learn, honest dishonest, mature understands self immature does
not understand self, res onsible reliable irres onsible unreliable, and well roomed oorl
roomed -- contradicts the interpretation of Factor A as defining an Interpersonal Ability dimension.

I
!
I

i.

I
I
\
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For the younger subjects, Factor B appeared highly similar across stimulus model age levels.

Eleven scales were jointly

involved with Factor B for the younger subjects for both the
younger and older stimulus models (Table XIII, row 1, column

J).

Only three scales were not jointly involved for both
16
stimulus model age levels.
Factor B for the older subjects, although still considerably similar, did not appear to be as similar across stimulus
model age levels as it was for the younger subjects.

For the

older subjects, eight scales were jointly involved in Factor B
for both stimulus model age levels (Table XIII, row 2, column

J).

Eight scales, however, were not jointly involved for both
younger and older stimulus models. 1 7
Factor B appeared to also be considerably similar across
subject age levels, perhaps more so for the older stimulus
models, however, than for the younger stimulus models.

Eight

I

scales were jointly involved with Factor B for both age levels
of subjects for the younger stimulus models (Table XIII, row J,
column l); six scales were not jointly involved in Factor B

16 The three scales not jointly involved in Factor B for
the younger subjects for both age levels of stimulus models were:
does h sical exercise does no
h sical exercise (YY), large/
small YY , and non-domineerin
non-boss domineerin
boss (OY,
negative association •
1 7The eight scales not jointly involved in Factor B for the
older subjects for both age levels of stimulus models werec has
desire to learn has no desire to learn (00),healthy/unhealthy(OO),
informed about current events uninformed about current events (00),
intelli ent unintelli ent 00 , involved in civic affairs uninvolved
in civic affairs 00 , mature understands self immature does not
understand self (YO), modest humble arro ant know-it-all 00,
negative association), and non-domineerin
domineering,
bossy (00, negative association •
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for both age levels of subjects.

18

For the older stimulus

models, 12 scales were jointly involved with Factor B for both
age levels of subjects (Table XIII, row J, column 2): only three
scales were not jointly involved for both younger and older
subjects. 1 9
Because of its similarity across ages, Factor B received
the same interpretation for all four analyses.

This interpre-

tation was primarily based on the seven scales involved in
Factor B for all four factor analyses (Table XIII, row 3, column

J).

These seven scales appeared to be concerned with the non-

social aspect of personal ability -- i.e., the ability to "take
care of oneself." Factor B was therefore named uinstrumental
Ability. 020
18 The six scales not jointly involved in Factor B for the
younger stimulus models for both age levels of subjects were:
healthy/unhealthy (YY), informed about current events uninformed
about current events (YY , intelli ent unintelli ent YY ,
involved in civic affairs uninvolved in civic affairs (YY), large/
small YY , and mature understands self immature does not understand self (YO).
l9The three scales not jointly involved in Factor B for
the older stimulus models for both age levels of subjects were:
does h sical exercise does no
h sical exercise (00), has desire
to learn has no desire to learn 00 , and modest, humble/arrogant,
know-it-all 00, negative association).
20
such an interpretation is not substantially contradicted
by any of the 10 scales which were involved in Factor B for at
least one but not all four of the factor analyses -- does h sical
exercise does no h sical exercise, has desire to learn has no desire to learn, health unhealth , informed about current events
uninformed about current events, intelli ent unintelli ent, involved
in civic affairs uninvolved in civic affairs, lar e small, mature,
understands self immature does not understand self, modest,humble/
arroganty know-it-all negative association , and non-domineering,
pon-boss /domineering, bossy (negative association).
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TABLE XIII
SCALES INVOLVED WITH FACTOR B*

Subjects
Younger (1)

Older (2)

Younger (1)

Stimulus Models
Olde r W

Both (1) a nd (2)
i

Active
Strong
Fast
Intelligent
Alert
Enthusiastic
Independent
Informed about
current events
Involved in
civic affairs
Ambitious, hard
working
Large
Healthy
Does physical
exercise

Active
Strong
Independent
Enthusiastic
Fast
Ambitious, hard
working
Healthy
Alert
Involved in
civic affairs
Intelligent
Non-domineering,
non-bossy**
Informed about
current events

Active
Strong
Independent
Enthusiastic
Fast
Alert
Ambitious, hard
working
Intelligent
Healthy
Involved in
civic affairs
Informed about
current events

Alert
Active
Strong
Enthusiastic
Ambitious, hard
working
Fast
Independent
Does physical
exercise
Mature, understands self

Active
Strong
Independent
Fast
Involved in
civic affairs
Enthusiastic
Alert
Ambitious, hard
working
Informed about
current events
Healthy
Non-domineering,
non-bossy**
Has desire to
learn
Does physical
exercise
Intelligent
Modest, humble**

Active
Strong
Alert
Enthusiastic
Ambitious, hard
working
Fast
Independent
Does physical
exercise

If
i

I
I

i

!i

!
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TABLE XIII (CONTINUED)
Subjects
Both (1)
and (2)

Younger · ( 1)
Active
Strong
Alert
Enthusiastic
Fast
Ambitious, hardworking
Independent
Does physical
exercise

Stimulus f1iodels
Older ill
Active
Strong
Independent
Enthusiastic
Fast
Ambitious, hardworking
Alert
Involved in
civic affairs
Healthy
Informed about
current events
Non-domine4iing,
non-bossy
Intelligent

Both (1) a nd (2)
Active
Strong
Enthusiastic
Fast
Alert
Independent
Ambitious,
hardworking

l

*only scales with factor loadings of l.5oj or greater
are included. In order to save space, only the positive half
of the scale is listed. The scales are ordered as follows:
(l} by magnitude of factor loadin~s; (2) by magnitude of factor loadings; and both (1) and (2) by magnitude of average
factor loadings (ties are not indicated).

** Negative
.

. . with
. factor.
association

Factor C.

Factor C exhibited considerably less similarity

across ages than did F8ctors A and B (see Table XIV).

No scales

were jointly involved with Fpctor C for all four analyses.

The

only across stimulus model age level similarity which exists is
for the younger subjects, and the only across subject age level
similarity is for the older stimulus models.

Five out of nine

possible differences occurred across stimulus models, and three
out of nine possible differences occurred across subjects.
Looking at the across stimulus model age level comparisons for the younger subjects, two scales were jointly involved
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with Factor C for both younger and older stimulus models (Table
XIV, row 1, column 3) and two scales were not jointly involved.

21

For the older subjedts, no scales were jointly involved with
Factor C for both younger and older stimulus models (Table
XIV, row 2, column 3), and three scales were not jointly involved.

22

For the across subject age level comparisons, no scales
were jointly involved in Fa.ctor C across both younger and older
subjects for the younger stimulus models (Table XIV, row J,
2
column 1), and two scales were not jointly involved. 3 For the
older stimulus models, three scales were jointly involved for
both age levels of subjects (Table XIV, row 3, column 2), and
one scale was not jointly involved in Factor C for both age
levels. 24
Since there were no scales jointly involved with Factor C
for all four of the separate analyses, no interpretation of Factor
C could be made which was applicable for all four analyses.

How-

ever, on the basis of the analysis in which the most scales were
21 The two scales not jointly involved in Factor C for the
youn7er subjects for both age levels of stimulus models were:
good bad (OY) and honest/dishonest (OY).
22 The three scales not jointly involved in Factor C for
the older subjects for both age levels of stimulus models were:
financiall careful financiall careless (00), honest dishonest
00 , and res onsible reliable irres onsible unreliable 00 .
2 3The two scales not jointly involved in Fac t or C for the
younger stimulus models for both age levels of subjects were:
financiall careful financiall careless (YY) and responsible,
reliable irres onsible unreliable YY •
2 The one scale not jointly involved in Factor C for the
older stimulus models for both age levels of subjects was:
good/bad (OY).

l
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involved with Factor C -- older stimulus models/younger subjects -- Factor C was tentatively labeled a "Propriety" dimension.

Since no di.fferent scales were involved with Factor

C for the other t hr ee analyses, the same int erpretation of

Factor C was considered extendable to all of the analyses.
TABLE XIV
SCALES INVOLVED WITH FACTOR C*
Subjects

Younger (1)

Stimulus Models
Older (2)
Both (1) and (2)

Responsible,
Responsible,
reliable
reliable
Financially
Honest
Financially
careful
careful
Good
Honest
Older (2)
Financially
careful
Responsible,
reliable
Honest
Both (1)
Responsible,
and (2)
reliable
Financially
careful
*Only scales with factor loadings of j.501 or greater
are included. In order to save space, only the positive half
of the scale is listed. The scales are ordered as follows&
(1) by magnitude of factor loadings; (2) by magnitude of factor loadings; and both (1) and (2) by magnitude of average
factor loadings (ties are not indicated).

Younger (1)

Financially
careful
Responsible,
reliable

Similarity Percentages.

The similarity percentages of

the younger and older age levels of stimulus models and subjects, which provide a summary statistic for the inspection
assessment of similarity, are compared in Table XV.

Out of

I
I
l

Ii
It
!
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the 21 scales involved with Factor A for the younger subjects
for one or the other of the stimulus model age levels, l? were
jointly involved for . both age levels of stimulus models, and

therefore the younger subjects earned a similarity percentage
on Factor A of 81%.

Across subjects, the older stimulus models

received higher similarity percentages over all three factors
than did the younger stimulus models.

Across stimulus models,

however, the younger subjects accrued higher similarity percentages on Factors B and C than did the older subjects; Factor
A was nearly identical for both age levels of subjects.
TABLE XV
SIMILARITY PERCENTAGES
Across Stimulus Models
Younger
Older
Subjects
Subjects

Across Subjects
Younger Sti- Older Stimulus Model mulus Model

Factor A
Joint Scales
18
18
17
Total Scales
21
22
21
% of Total
81
82
86
Factor B
Joint Scales
11
8
8
Total Scales
14
16
14
% of Total
79
57
Factor C
Joint Scales
2
0
0
Total Scales
4
2
J
% of Total
0
50
0
*Similarity percentages are based on scales involved
or greater with a factor (see Tables XII - XIV).

so

19
20

95
12

15
80
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Coefficients of Congruence
The second indicator of similarity utilized in evaluating
the stability of the. factors across the two age levels was the
coefficient of congruence (also called the "unadjusted correlation").

Harman (1960, pp. 257-259) suggested the use of the

coefficient of congruence to assess the degree of similarity
between factors.

In explaining the coefficient of congruence,

Harman (1960, p. 258) pointed out that:
While this formula is similar in form to the productmoment correlation ••. , it certainly is not a correlation -- the a's are not deviates from their respective
· means and the summations are over the n variables instead of the number of individuals •••• -The coefficient
of congruence can range in value from +l for perfect
agreement (or -1 for perfect inverse agreement) to
zero for no agreement whatsoever.
The coefficients of congruence for each of the three factors
for the two across stimulus model age level and the two across
subject age level comparisons appear in Table

XVI~

TABLE XVI

Com~?_I'_ison

COEFFICIENTS OF CONGRUENCE*
Factor A Factor B

Across subject age levels
OY/00

YY/YO

Across sti mulus model
age levels
Y0/00
YY/OY

Factor C

.982
.984

.979
.945

.907
.724

.974
.974

.953
.956

.583

~659

*Coefficients of congruence for each factor are based
on all )8 scales.
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Across Stimulus Model Age Level Comparisons.

A compari-

son of Factor A across the younger and older stimulus models,
within each of the two subject age levels, revealed a large

degree of similarity between the factors (.974 for each within
subject age level comparison).

Likewise, Factor B across the

younger and older stimulus models possessed a large degree of
similarity (.956 for the younger subjects and .953 for the
older subjects),although not quite as large did Factor A.

How-

ever, Factor C possessed considerably less similarity across

~

the younger and older stimulus models than did Factors A and

r:

B (.583 for the younger subjects and .659 for the older subjects).
Across Subject Age Level Comparisons.

l

Comparisons of the

factors across subject age levels for each of the factors yielded
similar results.

Factor A for the younger and older subjects,

within each of the age levels of stimulus models, maintained
a large degree of similarity (.984 for the younger stimulus
models and .982 for the older stimulus models).

Factor B was

comparably similar across subject age levels for the older
stimulus models (.979) and slightly less similar for the younger
stimulus models (.945).

Factor C was also quite similar across

subject age levels for the older stimulus models (.907), but
less similar for the younger stimulus models (.724).
Summary
The two methods of assessing factor similarity -- inspection and coefficients of congruence -- generally agree in their
findings.

Considerable stability of the semantic differential

I·

Ii
.

.
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technique across stimulus model age and across subject age in
the measurement of social evaluation was found in two of the
three factors -- the . two major factors.

Factors A and Bare

quite simil ar acros s both subject and stimulus model age lev els ,
with Factor A being somewhat more similar than Factor B.

Factor

C is similar only across certain comparisons.

According to the

inspection method, Factor C is only similar:

1) across subjects

for the older stimulus models, and 2) across stimulus models
for the younger subjects.

The coefficients of congruence method,

however, detected a large degree of similarity in only one of
the four comparisons:
stimulus models.

across subject age levels for the older

Thus, the interpretation suggested earlier

for Factor C shall be limited to pertaining only to the two
older stimulus models analyses {OY and 00).
Across subjects comparisons for the three factors are
somewhat more similar than across stimulus models comparisons
(except for the YY/YO comparison
ence method).

by the coefficients of congru-

In addition, the older stimulus models tended to

be more congruent across subjects than the younger stimulus
models.
Interpretations suggested for the factors were:

Factor

A defines an Interpersonal Ability dimension for both age levels
of subjects and stimulus models; Factor B defines an Instrumental
Ability dimension for both age levels of subjects and stimulus
models; and Factor C defines a Propriety
stimulus models only.

N • .,..> ii:~tii..J};l'J'~~...&.:..{.~(~.U4'~<:.;,,e,a.t-~-t..~-..- • ..._.:_ 4,.._._,,

dim~nsion

for the older
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III.

INSTABILITY

If concept-scale or subject-scale interaction occurred

across age levels, one would seek evidence of the occurrence
in the major differences between the two age levels.

Thus,

major differences occurring across stimulus models are to be
suspected of reflecting tendencies toward concept-scale interaction, while major differences occurring across subjects are
to be suspected of reflecting tendencies toward subject-scale
interaction.

In considering the instability of the semantic

differential technique across age levels of subjects and stimulus models, this report looks first at the factors and then at
the individual scales.
Factors
Factors A and B, as noted by both the inspection and
the coefficients of congruence techniques of assessing factor
similarity, were highly similar across both subject and stimulus
model age levels.
age similarity.

Factor C, however, did not exhibit such crossAs will be recalled, no general interpretation

of Factor C could be made during the inspection assessment of
similarity since no scales were jointly involved with Factor
C for all four analyses.

The coefficients of congruence did

indicate that Factor C was quite similar (.907) across younger
and older subjects for the older stimulus models.

Such a

high level of similarity of Factor C did not exist for the other
across subject comparison {.724), and even less similarity
existed for either across stimulus model comparison (.583 for

I
!

I!

I
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th~ younger subjects and

.659 for the older subjects).

The

lack of similarity of Factor C across stimulus models (for both
subject age levels) is to be suspected of reflecting tendencies
toward concept-scale interaction, while the lack of similarity
across subjects for the younger stimulus models is to be suspected of reflecting tendencies toward subject-scale interaction.
Scales
Scales which had the largest differences (.22 or greater)
in their factor loadings across the two age levels of subjects
or stimulus models are indicated in Table XVII.

In all, JO of

the J8 scales incurred differences equal to or greater than .22
(or roughly 5% of the total variance of a scale) in their
factor loadings across the four factor matrices.

Such dif-

ferences may be suspected of reflecting concept-scale or subjectscale interaction tendencies.

Twenty-eight of the scales ex-

hibited tendencies toward concept-scale interaction and 11 toward
. subject-scale interaction (nine scales are counted twice since
they exhibited tendencies toward both concept-scale and subjectscale interaction).

That more than twice as many of the scales

with major differences reflected tendencies toward conceptscale interaction than toward subject-scale interaction is understandable in light of the earlier finding that the across subjects comparisons were generally somewhat more similar than the
across stimulus models comparisons.

Of the 28 scales exhibiting

tendencies toward concept-scale interaction, six scales incurred
large differences on Factor A, nine on Factor B, and 20 on
Factor C.

Of the 11 scales exhibiting tendencies toward subject-

~ ~~~~....;1!' . ~4..~ . . . ,
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TABLE XVII
SCALES EXHIBITING INTERACTION TENDENCIES*
Interaction
Tendency

Scales
Active
Alert
Ambitious, hardworking
Beautiful
Considerate
Cooperative
Does physical exercise
Enthusiastic
Fast
Financially careful
Flexible
Friendly
Generous
Good
Has desire to learn
Has good relations with
people of other ages
Has sense of humor
Healthy
Honest
Independent
Informed about current
events
Intelligent
Involved in civic
affairs
Large
Loving
~ ature, understands self
h.odest, humble
Nice
Non-bigoted
Non-complainer
Non-domineering, nonbossy
Open minded
Pleasant
Responsible, reliable
Strong
Understanding
Well groomed
Young

Concept-Scale
A
B
C

-----

X

x

X

x

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

x

X
X

x
x

-- -- --

x

x

x

x
x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x
x
x

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

x

Subject-Scale
A
B
C

x

x
x
x
x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x
x

x

x
x
[

x
x

''

x

x
x

*Differences across the four factor analyses equal to or
greater than .22 are indicated. In order to save space, only the
positive half of the scale is listed.
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scale interaction, two scales incurred large differences on Factor A, four on Factor B, and eight on Factor C.

The preponder-

ance of large differences occured on Factor C, as was to be
expected, sinc e Fa c t or C was not very similar over three of
the four comparisons.
Of special interest, then, are the unexpected differences,
that is, the differences occurring on Factors A and B -- the two
stronger and more stable factors -- and those occurring across
subjects on Factor C for the older stimulus models.

These major

differences of special interest are described below, first t hose
suspected of reflecting concept-scale interaction tendencies,
and then those suspected of reflecting subject-scale interaction.
Concept-Scale Interaction Tendencies.

Whether the concept-

scale interaction tendencies occurred for the younger or older
age level of subjects is indicated in Table XVIII.

Of the seven

differences suspected of reflecting concept-scale interaction
tendencies for the younger subjects, three occurred on Factor A
and four on Factor B.

For the older subjects, nine differences

suspected of reflecting concept-scale interaction tendencies
occurred -- three on Factor A and six on Factor B.
Subject-Scale Interaction Tendencies.

Table XIX indicates

whether the subject-scale interaction tendencies occurred for the
younger or older age levels of stimulus models.

For the younger

stimulus models, one of the differences occurred on Fa.ctor A
and three on Factor B.

For the older stimulus models, one of

the five differences occurred on Factor A, one on Factor B,
and three on Factor C.

TABLE XVIII
CONCEPT-SCALE INTERACTION TENDENCIES*
Younger Stimulus Models
A
_JL_
C
h2
· Younger Subjects (YY/OY)
Has desire to learn**
Informed about current
events
Responsible, reliable
Financially careful***
Has good relations with
people of other ages***
Large
Older Subjects (YO/OO)
Financially careful**
Honest**
Well groomed**
Informed about current
events
Involved in civic
affairs
Modest, humble
Non-domineering, nonbossy**

.27
.08

.42
.24

.46

.J5

(.55) .07
.16 (. 57)
-.01 (.59)

(.70) -.01

Older Stimulus Models
_A_
_JL_
_Q_
h2

{.5J)

.42

.5J

. JO

(. 51)

.18

.47

.41
.J2

.40

.12

.48

.26

(. 60)

.OJ

,35
.61
.34

.24

.51

.09

.24
.27

,53

.43 .27

.25 (.51)

.52

(.67)

.J4

. OJ

.2J
. 26

.08
.14

.J9

(.57)
(.66)

{.5J)

,47
(. 58)
(. 60)

.19
. 30
. JO

.J7
.29

. 02

.04

.46

.02

.52
.46

. Jl
• J6

• OJ
. J9

. 35

-.01

.12

.17

(.67)

.09
.44
(.78) -.25

-.06

(.72) -.24

-.01

.04

_A_ _JL_ _Q_

.16

.17
-.17

-.17

Differences

.22

.Jl

.26

.31

.5J
.J?

,OJ

.48

.32

.20

.68

.17 {.7J) -.OJ
( • 69 )(-. 50) .02

.56
.73

.29

.58

( .55)(-.58) -.17

.67

.J4

• 27 • 27

.24

.25

*Only differences across factor analyses equal to or greater than .22 for Factors
A and Bare included. In order to save space, only the positive half of the scale is
listed. Factor loadings greater than or equal to \.501 are indicated by parentheses.
**Difference involves shifting of largest loading from one factor to another.
***Difference involves a polarity reversal.
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TABLE XIX
SUBJECT-SCALE TNTERACTION TENDENCIES*
Younger Subjects
A

..1L

.27
-.17
(.66)
.24

(.65)

_Q_

L

Older Subjects

Differences

_L

-1L

_Q_

±_

.15

.4J
.24

-.05

.21

_L

..1L ~

Younger Stimulus Models
(YY/YO)
Intelligent
. Large**
Modest, humble
Financially careful

.37
(.53) -.17
.18
-.49
-.01 (.59)

.63
.34
.71
.40

(. 60)
-.17
.36
.19
.46

.61
.38

-.31
(.78) -.25
.47
.19

.08

.04
.37

.22
.29

.16
.68
.39

.23

.65

.24

.24

Older Stimulus Models
{OY/QO)
Responsible, reliable
Non-bigoted***
Generous
Has sense of humor***
Nice

.18
.47
(.56) .17
(. 66) -.01
(.57) .31
(.70) -.04

.57

.46
.69

.42
.40
(,74) -.08
(.78) .10
( • 58)
.27
(,77) .11

(. 57)
-.06
.07
-.03
.24

.55
.63
.41
.66

.25
.29
.22
.22

*Only differences across factor analyses equal to or greater than .22 for Factors
A and B, and for the older stimulus models on Factor C, are included. In order to save
space, only the positive half of the scale is listed. Factor loadings equal to or
greater than 1.501 are indicated by parentheses.
**Difference involves shifting of largest loading from one factor to another.
***Difference involves a polarity reversal.
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Tendencies on Jointly Involved Scales.

Seven of t he 25 major differences described above concerned
those scales which were jointly involved with Factor A for
both age levels of stimulus models and subjects (see Table

XII, row J, column J).

These seven scales werea

generous/

selfish, has good relations with people of other ages/has poor
relations with people of other ages, has sense of humor/has no
sense of humor, modest, humble/arrogant, know-it-all, nice/
awful, non-bigoted/bigoted, and non-domineering, non-bossy/
domineering, bossy.

None of the major differences described

above concerned scales which were jointly involved with Factor
B for both age levels of stimulus models and subjects (Table

XIII, row J, column J).

However, all three of the scales

jointly involved with Factor C for the older stimulus models
(Table XIV, row J, column 2) -- financially careful/financially
careless, honest/dishonest, and responsible, reliable/irresponsible, unreliable -- showed major differences.
Summary
Major differences in factors or scales occurring across
ages which might reflect either concept-scale or subject-scale
interaction tendencies were examined.

Evidence indicating

interaction tendencies on the part of the factors was detected
in Factor Ca

the lack of similarity across stimulus models

for both age levels of subjects was suspected of reflecting
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concept-scale interaction tendencies, and the lack of similarity across subjects for the younger stimulus models was suspected of reflecting subject-scale interaction tendencies.
Differences in the scales of .22 or greater across the four
factor analyses were identified as possibly reflecting either
concept-scale or subject-scale interaction tendencies.

In

agreement with the stability findings, more differences occurred across stimulus model age levels than across subject
age levels, and more occurred on Factor C than on Factors A
and B.

Ten unexpected differences -- i.e., differences occur-

ring on Factors A and B, and on Factor C for the older stimulus
models -- occurred on scales jointly involved with one of the
factors for the relevant age levels of stimulus models and
subjects.
IV.

YOUNG/OLD

As mentioned earlier, the scale young/old was included
in the study's semantic differential to provide a check on the
perceived ages of the stimulus models.
It was hoped that the scores on the scale young/old
would reveal that the sample of younger stimulus models was
perceived by the rating subjects as substantially younger than
was the sample of older stimulus models, and that, within each
age level sample, the stimulus models were perceived as approximately the same age.

Such were the results.

Il
II
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The mean score on young/old for the younger stimulus
models, averaged across both age levels of rating subjects,
was 5.7; for the older stimulus models, it was 1.8 (see Figure

1).

For both the younger and older stimulus models, the scale

young/old had the smallest standard deviation of all the scales

(.90 and .67, respectively, averaged across both age levels of
rating subjects}.

And, the means and standard deviations for

young/old did not differ meaningfully across age levels of
rating subjects (see Table XX).

Thus, the data indicate that

the stimulus models were indeed perceived by the subjects as
had been intended, that is, the younger stimulus models were
perceived as being young adults and the older stimulus models
were perceived as being elderly.
Old

0

y

123T5T

_

Young

7

Figure 1. Mean scores of stimulus model age levels on
scale young/old. Scores were averaged across both age
groups of rating subjects. Older stimulus models are
indicated by "0" and younger stimulus models by "Y".
V •·

SUMMARY

Three factors were defined by each of the four separate
factor analyses of the scales -- younger stimulus models/
younger subjects, younger stimulus models/older subjects,
older stimulus models/older subjects, and older stimulus models/

I

. I

I

I

9J
younger subjects.

Comparisons of the three factors across

the four factor analyses were examined from both of the
perspectives of stability and instability of the semantic

I

I

l
~

!

differential technique across stimulus age and subject age in
the measurement of social evaluation.
Factors A and B were found by two different methods of

I
!

assessing factor similarity -- inspection and coefficients of
congruence -- to be quite similar across both stimulus model
and subject age levels.

Consequently, Factor A was interpreted

as an Interpersonal Ability dimension, and Factor B as an
Instrumental Ability dimension, for both age levels of stimulus
models and subjects.

I
I
\

'

Of the two, Factor A was found to be

somewhat more similar than Factor B across the age levels.
Factor C was found to be similar only for the older stimulus
models across subject

age levels; consequently, the interpre-

tation of Factor C as a Propriety dimension pertains only to
the older stimulus models (for both age levels of subjects).
In general, the across subject age level comparisons were
somewhat more similar than the across stimulus model age level
comparisons.

Also, the older stimulus models tended to be

more similar across subjects than were the younger stimulus
models.
Major differences, or instances of instability, occurred
either on Factor C or on certain specific scales.
scale differences occurreds

More of the

1) across stimulus model age

level comparisons than across subject age level comparisons,

I

I

!
'
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Ten unexpected

I

differences -- i.e., differences occurring on Factors A and

t

and 2) on Factor C than on Factors A and B.

B, or on Factor C for the older stimulus models -- occurred

I

r
I

on scales identified as being jointly involved with a factor
for all relevant factor matrices.
In general, however, the findings regarding instability
agreed with the findings regarding stability; they are merely
the other face of the coin.

Thus, the large degree of similar-

ity of Factors A and B -- the two major factors -- supports a
finding of considerable stability of the semantic differential
technique across stimulus model and subject age levels in the
measurement of social evaluation.
TABLE XX
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR
SCALE YOUNGLOLD

;
'

[

Stimulus Models

Subjects
Younger
Standard
~
Deviation

Older
Standard
Mean Deviation

Younger

5.4

.86

6.0

.93

Older

1.9

.65

1.7

.68

CHAPTER IV
IMPLICATIONS OF STUDY
What implications do the study findings suggest regarding
the question under investigations

is it valid to utilize the

same semantic differential test in investigating the social
evaluation of persons of different ages?

In addition to impli-

cations regarding the cross-age validity of the semantic dif-

I
I
~

ferential technique, implications regarding two other concomitant findings of the study are also of interest.

These

I
l

concerns

!

1) the dimensionality of social evaluation, and 2)

!

I

the construction of a cross-age semantic differential.

I. CROSS-AGE VALIDITY OF THE
SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL TECHNIQUE

!

What implications do the data suggest regarding the
question of whether a given semantic differential test measures
the same social evaluation phenomena for different ages?
Specifically, is the test used in a qualitatively similar 26
or different manner in the rating of, or by, adults of different ages?

If the semantic differential is used in a quali-

tatively similar manner, than the suggested conclusion would be
that adults of different ages constitute one class of stimuli
26 By qualitatively similar is meant
that the discrimination between various stimuli or subjects occurs on the same
dimensions -- that is, the dimensions are not transformed by
the nature of the stimulus or subject.

i

~
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and/or population of subjects (for the purposes of measuring
social evaluation with the semantic differential technique).
If it is used in a qualitatively different manner, the suggested

conclusion would be that of multiple classes of stimuli and/
or of populations of subjects.
In this study, considerable stability of the semantic
differential technique across two age levels of stimulus models
and two age levels of subjects was found.

Younger subjects

(ages 22 to 32) evaluated the stimulus models in a qualitatively
similar fashion to older subjects (ages 60 or older).

And,

younger stimulus models (estimated ages 22 to 32) were evaluated
by the subjects in a qualitatively similar fashion as were
older stimulus models (estimated ages 60 years and older).
Of the three factors defined in each of the four separate factor analyses -- younger stimulus models/younger subjects,
younger stimulus models/older subjects, older stimulus models/
younger subjects, and older stimulus models/older subjects -two factors (A and B) jointly accounted for most of the common
variance. 27 Both of these factors were found by two different
methods of assessing factor similarity, inspection and coefficients of congruence, to be highly similar across both stimulus
model and subject age levels.
Some evidence contradicting a conclusion of qualitative
sameness of younger and older adults in social evaluation
activity

is presented by the third factor, Factor C.

Factor C

2
7From 84% to 94% of the common variance in the four separate factor analyses was accounted for by Factors A and B.
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did not prove to be as similar across stimulus model and subject age levels as did Factors A and B; it exhibited only one
cross-age similarity of any note (that of the older stimulus
models across subject

age levels).

Thus, Factor C presents

evidence of some differences existing between younger and
older age levels of stimulus models and subjects. Since Factor
C was only a minor factor 28 however, its lack of stability
across the four analyses poses a warning about rather than
a rejection of a conclusion of cross-age sameness.
Thus, the conclusion suggested by the data is that younger
and older adults, both as stimuli and as subjects, are approximately the same qualitatively in social evaluation activities
(although not identical), and consequently, that the semantic
differential technique is quite stable across younger and older
age levels of adult stimuli and subjects in the measurement
of social evaluation.

This finding of considerable stability

(

of the semantic differential technique across younger and
older adult stimuli and subject age levels -- if it can be
generalized to all adult age levels -- possesses implications
for both the utilization and the construction of semantic
differential tests to be used to measure social evaluation
across ages.
Utilization Implications
The stability finding suggests that a semantic differential
28
Factor C accounted for from 6% to 16% of the common
variance in the four separate factor analyses.

·I
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test designed to measure social evaluation may be constructed
which will be valid across adult stimuli ages and across adult
subject ages.

Thus, it should not be necessary to construct

separate tests for different age levels of adult stimuli nor
for different age levels of adult subjects.

This implication

is of some practical importance, because such generally valid
tests are considerably more efficient than separate tests in
the making of cross-age comparisons.
Complications for the suggestion of cross-age validity
of the semantic differential technique, however, may be created
by the cohort phenomenon.

Because of the changing experiential

history of the population, a cross-age semantic differential
valid today might not remain valid in the future.

In that

case, as cohorts move through the life span, new cross-age semantic differentials to measure social evaluation would have to
be constructed, or perhaps, no such cross-age semantic differential would even be possible.
Construction

Implicatio~s

The stability finding also suggests that a reasonably
valid semantic differential test designed to measure social
evaluation can probably be developed under less than optimal
conditions.

Optimally, it would be preferable to construct a

semantic differential out of scales jointly involved with the
relevant factor for all of the age levels, i.e., out of scales
whose factor loadings lie above the researcher's pre-determined
cut-off level for all age levels to be studied.

However, a

~

t
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test constructed of scales involved with the factors for only
one of the age levels -- for example, as was the case with the
subjects in the Rosencranz and McNevin (1969) Aging Semantic

Differenti al -- should probably not be too invalid .

I

I
r

Similarly,

a test constructed of scales involved with the factors for
pooled age levels -- for example, as was the case with the stimuli in the Aging Semantic Differential -- should probably also
not be too invalid.

Under both of the above conditions, how-

ever, some scales may be included in the resulting semantic
differential tests that are not jointly valid for ail age levels
to be studied.
II.

DIMENSIONS OF SOCIAL EVALUATION

The Dimensions
Three dimensions of social evaluation were defined by
the current study -- an Interpersonal Ability dimension (Factor

~

A) and an Instrumental Ability dimension (Factor B) for both
younger and older stimulus models and subjects, and a Propriety
dimension (Factor C) for the older stimulus models (for both
age levels of subjects). Scales involvea 2 9 with the Interpersonal Ability dimension includei

pleasant/unpleasant, coopera-

tive/uncooperative, and considerate/inconsiderate; while active/
passive, strong/weak, and enthusiastic/unenthusiastic are
examples of scales involved with the Instrumental Ability dimension.

The scales honest/dishonest, responsible, reliable/

29scales considered to be"involved" with a factor are
those with loadings of 1.501 or greater.

I
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irresponsible, unreliable, and financially careful/financially
careless were involved with the Propriety dimension.JO
Interpersonal Ability, Instrumental Ability, and Propriety,
then, were the dimensions of social evaluation represented by
the JS scales included in the study.

I
I

It is to be anticipated

that additional, or altered, dimensions . of social evaluation
will be specified in other studies utilizing different samples
of stimuli and scales.

However, if the history of the EPA

factor structure for general stimuli -- i.e., the recurrent
findings of the major factors and the occasional findings of
minor factors for different samples of stimuli and scales

r·

t

repeats itself for the factor structure for persons as stimuli,
one could expect the Interpersonal Ability and Instrumental
Ability dimensions (or variations thereof) to prove to be among
the major dimensions of social evaluation.

That is, one could

expect the Interpersonal Ability and Instrumental Ability dimensions to define major dimensions of social evaluation not
just for younger and older adults, but for adults of all ages.
Comparisons with Other Studies
Comparisons of the current attitudinal dimensions with
dimensions from other semantic differential studies revealed
considerable similarity.

Two comparisons were made -- one with

the 1957 Osgood et al. studies from which standard reference
JOAll scales involved with the Interpersonal Ability,
·Instrumental Ability, and Propriety dimensions for at least
one of the age levels of stimulus models and subjects were
listed in Tables XII, XIII, and XIV, respectively.

I
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scales ·were derived for this study, and a second with the
Rosencranz and McNevin 1969 study of attitudes towards the
aged.
Of the three factors -- Evaluation, Potency, and Activity
repeatedly defined in studies by Osgood and his colleagues

(1957), the current Interpersonal Ability dimension appears
most similar to Evaluation, while the Instrumental Ability dimension appears to be a combination of Potency and Activity
(such a combination is sometimes called a "Dynamism" factor).
Indeed, two of the three standard reference scales selected to
represent Evaluation in the current study -- good/bad and nice/
awful -- were involved with the Interpersonal Ability dimension
for all four factor analyses, and the remaining scale -- beautiful/ugly -- was involved with the Interpersonal Ability dimension for three of the four analyses (YO, 00, OY).

Of the two

standard reference scales selected to represent Potency in the
current study, one -- strong/weak-- was involved with the Instrumental, Ability dimension for all four factor analyses, while the
other -- large/small -- was involved with the Instrumental Ability dimension for one of the four analyses (YY).

Both of

the two standard reference scales selected to represent Activity
fast/slow and active/passive -- were also involved with the
Instrumental Ability dimension for all four factor analyses.
Only one of the standard reference scales -- good/bad -- was
involved with another factor than was specified above; good/bad,
in addition to being involved with the Interpersonal Ability
dimension for all four factor analyses, was also involved with

-~.,..- -

.... ..,
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the Propriety dimension for one of the analyses (OY).

Thus,

agreement between the Evaluation and Interpersonal Ability
dimensions and between the Dynamism and Instrumental Ability

dimensions suggests that the specification of the two major
dimensions of social evaluation in the current study was not
just a chance happening.

The traditional EPA factor structure

does differ from the current study's factor structure, however,
in that it was defined for stimuli in general, while the current dimensions were defined for a restricted set of stimuli,
i.e., persons.
A comparison of the current study with the 1969 study of
Rosencranz and McNevin is of the utmost relevance since the
two studies dealt with similar samples of scales and stimuli.
In a factor analysis of a large but unspecified number of
scalesJl used in the rating of three age levels of males (20
to JO years, 40 to 55 years, and 70 to 85 years), Rosencranz
and McNevin defined three major attitudinal dimensions -Instrumental-Ineffective, Autonomous-Dependent, and Personal
Acceptability-Unacceptability.

Scales forming Rosencranz and

McNevin's Instrumental-Ineffective dimension included active/
passive, strong/weak, expectant/resigned, productive/unproductive,
and busy/idle.

Among the scales included in the Autonomous-

Dependent dimension were independent/dependent, secure/insecure,
organized/disorganized, and certain/uncertain.3 2
JlAt least J2 scales were included in the Rosencranz
and McNevin study.
32The Autonomous-Dependent dimension was later reinterpreted by another researcher as a Decisive-Indecisive dimension (Naus, 197J).

lOJ
The Personal Acceptability-Unacceptability dimension included
such scales as pleasant/unpleasant~ cooperative/uncooperative,
flexible/inflexible, generous/selfish, tolerant/intolerant,
a nd f ri endl y/ unfriend ly.
As can be seen, Rosencranz and McNevin's Personal
Acceptability-Unacceptability dimension is very similar to the
current Interpersonal Ability dimension.

Likewise, their

Instrumental-Ineffective dimension is very similar to the current Instrumental Ability dimension -- both apparently combine
the general dimensions of Potency and Activity into one Dynamism
type of dimension.

.

HoW1!ver, the two studies differ on the

Autonomous-Dependent dimension of the Rosencranz and McNevin
study and on the Propriety dimension of the current study.

The

only scale associated with Rosencranz and McNevin's AutonomousDependent dimension which was also included in the current study
independent/dependent -- was involved with the Instrumental
Abil i ty dimension in the current study.

None of the scales

invo l ved with this study's Propriety dimension were included
in the Rosencranz and McNevin s t udy.

Thus, insufficient infor-

mation exists at the present time to determine the status of
the two non-agreeing dimensions of social evaluation.

How-

ever, the agreement of Rosencranz and McNevin's Personal Acceptability-Unacceptability dimension with the current Interpersonal Ability dimension, and that of Rosencranz and McNevin's
Instrumental-Ineffective dimension with the current Instrumental Ability dimension, provide further evidence that the

'. '.,. _,..... . .
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study's major two dimensions of social evaluation were not
specified by chance.
III.

CONSTRUCTION OF A CROSS-AGE

SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL

A cross-age semantic differential to measure social
evaluation was constructued from scales identified as being
applicable across ages.

A comparison of the resulting Cross-

Age Semantic Differential with Rosencranz and McNevin's Aging
Semantic Differential revealed several significant differences.
Scales Applicable Across Ages
As will be recalled, 24 scales were jointly involved
with the dimensions of Interpersonal Ability and Instrumental
Ability for both age levels of stimulus models and subjects -17 scales with the Interpersonal Ability dimension (see Table
XII, row J, column J), and seven scales with the Instrumental
Ability dimension (see Table XIII, row J, column J).

Three

scales were involved with the Propriety dimension (see Table
XIV, row J, column 2), which was defined for the older stimulus
models only (for both age levels of subjects).

Of these 27

scales, however, 10 scalesJJ exhibited large differences (.22
or greater) in their factor loadings across age levels of stimulus models or subjects.

Such large differences were suspected

JJThe ten scales exhibiting large differences in their
factor loadings across age levels of stimulus models or subjects weres financial! careful financiall careless, has good
relations with eo le of other a es has oor relations with
people of other ages, has sense of humor has no sense of humor
honest/dishonest, enerous selfish, modest humble arro ant,
know-it-all, nice awful, non-bi oted bi oted, non-domineering,
non-bossy/domineering, bossy, and responsible, reliable/irresponsible, unreliable.

'
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of refiecting concept-scale or subject-scale interaction tendencies.

Seven of these scales were jointly involved with

the Interpersonal

Ability factor, and their large differences

l
!

'

all occurred in loadings on the Instrumental Ab j, l i ty or Pro priety (OY/00) factors.

The remaining three scales were

involved with the Propriety factor for the older stimulus models,
I
I

and their large differences occurred on the Interpersonal Ab-

I

ility and Instrumental Ability factors.

!

That is, all of the

I
I
l

large differences occurred on factors with which the scales
were not jointly involved.

However, since none of the scales

are purely associated with only one factor, i.e., the score
on a scale

identified as being involved with a particular

factor is also partially attributable to other factors, the
safe course to follow in constructing a semantic differential
would be to avoid scales which exhibit such large differences
whenever possible.

Thus, the 10 scales were removed from the

list of scales to be considered for inclusion in the cross-age
semantic differential test being constructed.

The final liating

of scales -- 10 on Interpersonal Ability and seven on Instrumental Ability -- identified as applicable for measuring social
evaluation across younger and older age levels is presented in
Table XXI.
A Cross-Age Semantic Differential
A semantic differential test for measuring social evaluation across younger and older age levels of stimuli and
subjects, constructed of jointly applicable scales, is

propoe~d

I
l1
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in Figure 2.3 4
tests

Fifteen scales are included in the proposed

seven scales represent each of the Interpersonal Ability

and Instrumental Ability dimensions of social evaluation and
one scale -- young/old -- is included as a check on the perceived ages of the stimuli.

The first seven scales listed in

the proposed Cross-Age Semantic Differential represent the
Interpersonal Ability dimension, and the second seven scales
represent the Instrumental Ability dimension.

Average factor

loadings (i.e., averaged across all four factor analyses) for
the scales representing the Interpersonal Ability dimension
ranged from .72 through .80; scales representing the Instrumental Ability dimension averaged factor loadings of from .64
to .79.

All of the scales representing each factor averaged

factor loadings of less than

.25 on the non-represented factor.

A test such as the proposed Cross-Age Semantic Diff erential has considerable versatility of application.

It can be

used for a single subject or for a group of subjects.
be used to compare subjects or stimuli, or both.
sons can be made for a given time or over time.
can be of the self or of others.

It can

The compariThe ratings

And, the ratings can be

actual or projected {i.e., how the subject thinks someone else
would rate the stimuli).

Such a test might find application

in the study of sources {such as different prior experiences)
and/or of the consequences {such as adjustment to stage
34 rn application, the order of scales i~ the Cross-Age
Semantic Differential would be randomly determined, as would
be the direction of the scales (positive to negative, or negative to positive), so as to minimize the likelihood of response
bias tendencies on the part of the subjects.
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TABLE XX!
SCALES APPLICABLE
ACROSS AGES*
Interpersonal Ability
Pleasant (.80)
Cooperative (.79)
Considerate (.77)
Flexible (.77)
Open minded (.76)
Understanding (.75)
Loving (. 72)
Friendly (.71)
Good (.65)
Non-complainer (.64)

Instrumental Ability
Active (.79)
Strong (. 76)
Enthusiastic (.69)
Fast (.67)
Alert (.67)
Independent (.66)
· Ambitious, hardworking ( . 64)

*In order to save space, only the positive half of the
scale is listed. Factor loadings averaged over all four
factor analyses are indicated in parentheses.
Stimulus Person
Pleasant _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Unpleasant
Cooperative
Uncooperative
Considerate
Inconsiderate
Flexible
Inflexible
Open minded
Closed minded
Understanding _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Non-understanding
Loving _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Unloving
Active _____________ Passive
Strong _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Weak
Enthusiastic ___________ Unenthusiastic
Fast ___________ Slow
Alert _____________ Non-alert
Independent _______________ Dependent

-------

Ambitious, hardworking
___________ Lacking ambition, lazy
Young _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Old
Figure 2a Cross-age semantic differential for social evaluation.
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of life cycle or approach-avoidance tendencies toward people
of certain ages) of differentially held social evaluations
of people across or within younger and older age levels.

Of

l
I

l

special utility may be the application of the Cross-Age Semantic Differential in the study of the image of younger and
older people on television -- since, unlike many instruments
designed to measure attitudes toward people of different ages,
this test was developed using images of actual people (i.e.,
the videotaped stimulus models) and not on verbal symbols
(e.g., "a person 22 to J2 years of age" or "a person 60 years
of age or older").

I

I
r

I

I
I
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1:

Comparison with the Aging Semantic Differential
The proposed Cross-Age Semantic Differential differed
in its construction from the 1969 Rosencranz and McNevin
Aging Semantic Differential in several ways.

However, these

differences can not be completely determined because the methods
of the Rosencranz and McNevin study were not clearly reported.
A comparison, based on the available information, is presented
below; it is organized by the four general aspects of methods
of the semantic differential technique -- scale selection,
stimuli selection, data collection, and data analysis (see
Table XXII).
Scale Selection.

Rosencranz and McNevin (1969, p. 55)

generated their list of adjectives from subjects "of all ages"
(however, the actual age breakdown was not reported); and
their generating subjects "were asked to list bipolar sets of

ll
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adjectives descriptive of attributes or behavioral characteristics of persons of all ages."

In contrast, the generating

subjects in the current study consisted of two specific age
levels -- 22 to J2 years of age and 60 years of age and older
and they were requested to list bipolar adjective pairs describing persons of those same two ages.

The sex ratio of the

generating subjects in the Rosencranz and McNevin study was
not reported (although it could be determined that at least
some of the subjects were female), nor was the sex of the gen-

I

erating stimuli.

I

In the current study, equal numbers of males

and females formed each of the two age levels of generating
subjects, and each subject generated adjectives concerning
persons only of the

subject~s

own sex.

Also, in the current

study, the generating subjects were requested to provide equal
numbers of positive and negative descriptions; whether this was
the case for the Rosencranz and McNevin study was not reported.
Stimuli Selection.

In the Rosencranz and McNevin study,

three age levels of stimuli to be rated on the scale were utilized -- 20 to JO years, 40 to

55 years, and 70 to 85 years --

while in the current study two age levels of stimuli were utilized -- 22 to 32 years and 60 years or older.

Males only were

utilized as stimuli in the Rosencranz and McNevin study, whereas
equal numbers of males and females were utilized in the current
study.

Whether the stimuli were replicated or not was not

reported for the Rosencranz and McNevin study; in the current
study, two replications of each of the four basic stimulus

,,
I

TABLE XXll

AGING SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL VS.
CROSS- AGE SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL
Scale Selection
Age of generating
subjects
Age of generating
stimuli
Sex of generating
subjects
Sex of generating
stimuli
Attributes requested
positive or negative
Stimuli Selection
Age of stimuli
Sex of stimuli
Replications of stimuli
Type of stimuli
Data Collection
Age of subjects

"all ages"

Cross-Age
(1) 22 to
60 years
(1) 22 to
or older

Not specified (some female)

Equal numbers of males and females

Not specified

Subjects described own sex
Equal numbers of positive and
negative attributes requested

Aging Semantic Differential
"all ages"

(n=?)

Not specified

(1) 22 to J2 years, (2) 60 years or

(1) 20 to JO years, (2) 40 to
55 years, (J) 70 to 85 years
Males
Not specified
Symbols

older
Equal numbers of males and femal es
Two each of the four basic models
Stimulus models

l?. to 21 years (na200)

(1) 22 to J2 years (n=60), and (2)

Sex of subjects
Number of scales
J)ata Analysis
Factor analysis

Pooled across

Number of factors
Factor loadings

Three
Not specified

60 years or older (n=60)
Equal numbers of males and females
)8 (JO from generating subjects)

specified
Not-, specified (at least )2)

No~

differences
in factor loadings

Semantic Differential
)2 years (n=JO), and (2)
or older (n=JO)
J2 years, and (2) 60 years

s~imuli

age levels Separate for each age level of
stimulus models (and subjects)

Two

(1) Interpersonal Ability
scales .72 to .ao, and (2)
Instrumental Ability scales
.64 to .79 (averaged across
four analyses)

Cross ~age

~ ·~---,..---

.....--. .

------
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....,
0

Less than • 22

Not specified
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models were utilized (i.e., two older females, two older
males, two younger females, and two younger males).

The sti-

muli consisted of symbols for the Rosencranz and McNevin
study and of stimulus models for t he current study.
Data Collection.

The list of bipolar adjective pairs

was reduced to the final instrument in the Rosencranz and
McNevin study by factor analysis of the ratings of

~

age

level of subjects -- people 17 to 21 years of age (n=200),
while the adjective pairs in the current study were reduced
to a final listing of scales applicable across adult ages by
factor analysis of the ratings of
people 22

to

~

age levels of subjects

J2 years of age (n=60) and people 60 years of age

or older (n=60).

Again, the sex ratio of the rating subjects

was not reported by Rosencranz and McNevin; both age levels
of rating subjects in the current study were composed of equal
numbers of males and females.

Apparently, although the origi-

nal number of bipolar adjective pairs was not reported, more
adjective pairs were subjected to rating and subsequent factor
analysis in the Rosencranz and McNevin study then in the current study.
erated

In the current study, the JO top frequency gen-

adjective pairs plus eight other scales were used in

the rating of the stimulus models prior to factor analysis.
Data Analysis.

The factor analysis of the scales in

the Rosencranz and McNevin study was pooled across stimulus
age levels, whereas in the current study separate factor

•
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analyses were performed for each age level of stimulus models
and subjects.

In the Aging Semantic Differential, three

factors are represented by the scalesi the loadings of the
scales on the factors were not reported.

Two factors are

represented in the Cross-Age Semantic Differential: their
loadings ranged from .72 to .80 and from .64 to .79.

Whether

scales forming the Aging Semantic Differential differ in their
factor loadings across ages of subjects or stimuli is unreported:
scales in the Cross-Age Semantic Differential have cross-age
differences of less than .22.
Conclusions.

It appears that, on the whole, the Aging

Semantic Differential, although perhaps possessing a broader
age basis, was developed primarily as a measure of young
people's attitudes toward males of different ages.

In con-

trast, the Cross-Age Semantic Differential, although perhaps
possessing a more specific age basis, was developed primarily
as a measure of cross-age attitudes toward people of both
sexes of different ages.

In addition, the Aging Semantic

Differential was developed on ratings of symbols while the
Cross-Age Semantic Differential was developed on ratings of
stimulus models.

Also, scales exhibiting tendencies toward

concept-scale and subject-scale interaction were not included
in the Cross-Age Semantic Differential, while the extent of
inclusion of such scales in the Aging Semantic Differential
remains unknown.

It is suggested that these differences point

!
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to greater validity on the part of the Cross-Age Semantic
Differential in the measurement of social evaluation across
ages of adult subjects and/or stimuli than is possessed by
the Aging Semantic Differential .

IV.

SUMMARY

This study has resulted in findings bearing upon three
separate yet interrelated areass

1) the cross-age validity

of the semantic differential technique; 2) the underlying
dimensionality of social evaluationi and, J) the construction
of a cross-age semantic differential test.

All three of these

findings are qualified by the limitations of the study, and
must therefore be entertained with a certain degree of caution.

In order to make a more definitive statement concerning

the problem, further evidence must be sought to either support or contradict the current findings .
. The study's data suggest thats

1) older and younger

adults constitute qualitatively approximately the same class
of stimuli, and 2) older and younger adults constitute qualitatively approximately the same population of subjects.

That

is, an absence of any appreciable amount of concept-scale and
subject-scale interaction was observed.

Such a finding con-

tains implications regarding both the utilization and construction of semantic differential tests.

In the utilization of

semantic differential tests to measure social evaluation across
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ages, the data suggest that the same test can be used for
stimuli and for subjects of different ages.

That is to say,

it will be possible to standardize a test across ages; thus,
different tests will not have to be constructed for each age
level of stimuli and/or subjects to be studied.

Furthermore,

in the construction of semantic differential tests to measure
social evaluation across ages, the data suggest that tests
constructed on the basis of less than all of the age levels
to be studied can still be adequately valid (although it would
be preferable to base the test on all of the age levels to be
studied so as to be able to delete scales exhibiting tendencies toward concept-scale or subject-scale interaction).
As a concomitant to the task of investigating the stability of the semantic differential technique in the measurement of social evaluation across ages, three dimensions of
social evaluation were identified, two of which -- Interpersonal Ability and Instrumental Ability

exhibited consider-

able replicability across two other independent studies.
the two comparisons madea

In

1) Interpersonal Ability appeared

to be similar to Osgood et al.'s Evaluation factor, while
Instrumental Ability appeared to be similar to the Dynamism
factor (a combination of Osgood et al.'s Potency and Activity
factors); and 2) Interpersonal Ability appeared to be similar
to Rosencran z and McNevin's Personal Acceptability-Unacceptability factor, and Instrumental Ability to their Instrumental-

I

I

I
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Ineffective factor (no parallel across the two studies occurred for the current study's Propriety factor nor for
Rosencranz and McNevin's Autonomous-Dependent factor).
Because of the stability of the scales involved with
the major two dimensions across age levels of adult stimulus
models and subjects, and because of the replicability of the
major two dimensions across other independent semantic differential studies, it seemed appropriate, as a capsulization
of the entire study's findings, to suggest a semantic differential test for the measurement of social evaluation across
ages.

Consequently, a 15-scale Cross-Age Semantic Differential

test was proposed.

Seven scales -- pleasant/unpleasant,

cooperative/uncooperative, considerate/inconsiderate, flexible/
inflexible, open minded/closed mi nded, understanding/nonunderstanding, and loving/unloving -- were selected to represent
the Interpersonal Ability dimension of social evaluation.
Another seven scales -- active/passive, strong/weak, enthusiastic/unenthusiastic, fast/slow, alert/non-alert, independent/
dependent, and ambitious, hardworking/lacking ambition, lazy -were selected to represent the Instrumental Ability dimension.
And one additional scale -- young/old -- was included as a
check on the perceived ages of the stimuli.

This semantic

differential test is suggested, on the basis of the study
findings, as being appropriate to measure social evaluation
(on the two dimensions of social evaluation which it represents) across ages of adult stimuli and subjects.

As such,
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the Cross-Age Semantic Differential summarizes the study's
findings.
To the study's inquiry of whether the semantic differential technique remains stable across age levels of
adult stimuli and/or subjects in the measurement of social
evaluation, then, the data suggest an answer of "Yes."

Adults

of different age levels appear to constitute both one class
of stimuli and one population of subjects for these purposes.
Thus, it appears that a semantic differential test can indeed
be constructed to measure social evaluation across age levels
of adults.
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